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Executive Summary

Background
Following the discovery of the boric acid corrosion of the Davis-Besse Plant's Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV) head, a root cause analysis was conducted and documented in CR-02-00891. The
analysis identified a lack of sensitivity to nuclear safety, a focus on production, and a culture
that justified existing plant conditions. It was also identified that the Corrective Action
Program (CAP) failed to identify the corrosion problem even though numerous symptoms were
identified and documented within the Condition Reporting system.
The Corrective Action Program was also reviewed as a part of the Program Compliance
Discovery Action Plan. The review team concluded, "...the CAP is not consistently
implemented (executed) in full compliance with applicablebasis and guidancedocuments, and
commitments. The CAP program implementation is notfulfilling all requiredobligations.
Implementation needs to be improved to support the safe operationof Davis-BesseNuclear
Power Station." CRs 02-04885 (CAP Infrastructure) and CR 02-04884 (CAP Implementation)
were generated to address the identified concerns of the CAP Program review and to consider
the collective significance of other Condition Reports which have identified significant
deficiencies in the Corrective Action Process. CR 02-04884 utilized a Team Root Cause
approach with team members including external consultants with Corrective Action Program
assessment and recovery experience, USNRC inspection experience, Root Cause analysis
experience in several techniques, and CAP program owners from the other FENOC stations.
The Root Cause approach was completed in two phases. CR-02-04885 addressed specific
infrastructure improvement needs. CR 02-04885, a Basic Cause evaluation, drew heavily on
the evaluation process conducted for CAP implementation CR (02-04884) and team members
were shared between the two teams as appropriate to enhance communication and expertise.
CR 02-04884 addressed that the "Corrective Action Process was ineffective in that Conditions
Adverse to Quality (CAQs) were not appropriately evaluated and resolved, resulting in
significantly degraded station equipment and processes, and a loss of confidence in station
personnel to use the Corrective Action Program (CAP) effectively to identify, evaluate, and
resolve CAQs."
Lastly, the Root Cause evaluation linked the cause evaluation to the evaluation performed for
CR 02-00891. Where direct linkage was established, the cause determination was accepted and
further considered for potential expansion of the extent of condition.
Koot
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Cause Determination'
CR 02-04884 concludes:

Root Causes:
1. Less than adequateManagerialMethods - site personnelexhibited insufficient
awarenessof the impact of conditionson safety and reliability. The site-wide emphasis
of production over safety was nýanifested in a lack of self-critical and questioning
attitudes within the Davis-Besse organization. The majority of the actual performance
issues associated with the corrective action process (with a few exceptions) were identified
prior to the discovery of the RPV Ihead corrosion. The collective significance of the
individual issues were not recogmzed and consequently were not elevated to a high enough
level in the organization to obtain management support for corrective actions.
"* Oversight reports and NQA audits identified similar performance problems in the area
of corrective actions at Davis-Besse over a period of several years. Many of these
problems were not assigned appropriately serious significance categories and not
promptly corrected. Some of ihese conditions were subsequently identified as the cause
of the RPV head corrosion. 'I
"* Instances where CAP inadequacies were identified by internal and external sources were
not critically measured against industry norms nor appropriately questioned to identify
and correct the source of those discrepancies.
2. Less than adequateManagerialMethods - expectations regardingthe CorrectiveAction
Program were not well defined or understood. Past failures of Senior Management to
convey clear expectations in support of the CAP, establish appropriate standards of
CAP performance, and align organizational goals within the Davis-Besse staff caused
a loss of organizational commitment to the FENOC vision for the corrective action
process. The line organization directors and managers did not align their performance
standards consistent with the site CAP expectations. As a result, the resource loading and
planning functions were focused on achieving standards that were not sufficient to ensure
that the corrective action process Was adequately supported and implemented.
"

The FENOC CAP process lacked commonality/consistency due to inadequate
commitment to common process initiatives. There have been four CAP common
practice owners within the 2-year span ofNOP-LP-2001.

"

Alignment of expectations, standards and goals was not achieved, resulting in planning
and resource loading not being commensurate with workload. Work management
strategies were consequently employed resulting in shortcuts, delays or reduced quality
of corrective action tasks.
RotCueAayi
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"

Lack of alignment between sites and among departments led to flexible standards and
disparate implementation of CAP activities. When weaknesses were identified, the
standards were not high enough to ensure that successful corrective actions were
specified and implemented by the owners of the respective CR's.

"

Management prioritization of CAP was low, resulting in deferral of funding for CREST
changes and lack of resources to remediate causal analysis deficiencies due to budgetary
constraints. No compensatory action was considered in lieu of these deferred corrective
actions.

Contributing Causes:
1. Less than adequateManazerialMethods - Site personnel were not held accountable for
high quality implementation of many facets of the Corrective Action Program. Past
failure of plant management to enforce standards by holding personnel accountable for
completing CAP activities in accordance with the expectations of the existing procedures.
The implementation issues raised in the conditions reviewed in this analysis fall into the
same areas as the causal factors of CR 02-00891.
2. Less than adequate Written Communication - Program/Process Weakness - Although
the Condition Report process provides an adequate framework for identifying and
correcting adverse conditions, the large number of implementation issues shows that
the infrastructure is not adequately matched to user needs to assure successful
accomplishment of the process at Davis-Besse. NOP-LP-2001 and the Condition Report
Guideline do not provide a comprehensive set of instructions on a user-specific basis.
3. Less than adequate Change Management - Risk and consequences associated with
change were not adequately assessed when revising the corrective action process from
the NG-NA-0702/Reference Guide/CATS system to the NOP/Guideline/CREST system
in 2001. The implementation of major changes in the corrective action process and the
FENOC common process initiative impacted performance. Poor control of FENOC
common processes implementation caused unrealistic project milestones and ineffective
conflict resolution methods.
Over 60 individual corrective actions were formulated to prevent recurrence of the
implementation problems that were the subject of this report. In addition, there were 37
corrective actions in CR-02-00891 that must be implemented to prevent recurrence of the
implementation problems. These actions are listed in detail under section 7 and are too
numerous to be repeated in an executive summary.
The ultimate question is why should an organization that has not effectively implemented
corrective actions to prevent recurrence of problems in the past, be expected to implement these
actions this time. The answer resides primarily in the change in the safety culture. New
managers must exercise visionary leadership to change the safety culture if corrective actions to
prevent recurrence are to be effective.
Root Cause Analysis Report CR02-04884/5
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1.0 Problem Statement
The following consolidated problem statement comes from Condition Reports (CRs) 2002
I
04884 and 2002-04885:
The CorrectiveAction Process ýas ineffective in that ConditionsAdverse to Quality
(CAQs) were not appropriatelyývaluated and resolved, resulting in significantly degraded
station equipment and processes,and a loss of confidence in station personnel to use the
CorrectiveAction Program (CAP) effectively to identify, evaluate, and resolve CAQs. CR
02-04884 (Ineffective CorrectiveAction Problem Resolution: Human Performanceand
implementation) was submitted to provide the basisfor the Root Cause Evaluation of the
CAP in areas of human performanceandprogram implementation. Additionally, CR 02
04885 (Ineffective CorrectiveAction Problem Resolution: Infrastructureand Procedures)
was generatedto address deficiencies in CAP infrastructureandprogrammatic
requirements.

1.1

Description of reason for investigation

This root cause investigation was 'chartered in response to a number of condition reports and
other problem statements prepared during the last 12 months that identified significant
weaknesses in the corrective actio n program (CAP) at Davis Besse. Those weaknesses
culminated in the March, 2002 discovery of the significant degradation of the reactor vessel
head due to boric acid corrosion.
The CAP weaknesses that were analyzed in this investigation were primarily identified in
two documents: The Management and Human Performance Root Cause Analysis Report
associated with CR 02-00891 (Failureto Identify Significant Degradationof the Reactor
Vessel Head), dated August 13, 2002, and the Corrective Action Program (CAP) Program
Review Summary Report, issued in September, 2002. In addition, weaknesses identified in
the Management and Human Performance Improvement Plan (MHPIP) and the Boric Acid
Control Program Review (PR BACC) were also included in this analysis.
In Section 6 of the Management .nd Human Performance Root Cause Analysis Report, the
authors of the report concluded that one of the root causes of the reactor vessel head
degradation involved the corrective action program. The root cause report stated:
"6.1.2: Less than Adequate Implementation of the CorrectiveAction Program
Implementation of the corrective actionprogram was less than adequate as indicatedby the
following:
a.

Addressing Symptoms 'Ratherthan Causes - Managementpursuedsymptoms
ratherthan the identificationof the causes with respect to the corrosion of the
RPV base metal and other boric acid issues.

RotCueAayi
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b.

Low Categorizationof Condition - The condition reports and evaluation
methods on the RPV head and other boric acid issues were categorizedas
relatively low, resulting in the use of superficialcause analysis techniques.
c.
Less than Adequate Cause Determinations- Correctiveactionsfor identified
problems associatedwith the eventual degradationof the RPV head and other
boric acid issues lacked rigorand were less than adequate dating back to at
least 1996.
d.
Less than Adequate CorrectiveActions - Corrective actions assignedand
implementedfrom 1996 to 2002 were not effective andfailed to find andfix the
leaks that caused extensive damage to the RPV head.
e.
Less than Adequate Trending- Equipment and materieltrendingfailed to
identify recurringfailures,equipment degradation,andperformance issues
associatedwith the boric acid on the RP V head and other boric acid issues."
Further, the Extent of Condition analysis in that report stated:
"Based upon the information consideredby the Root Cause Analysis Team, the Team
believes that other activities may be adversely affected by the same causes identified in
Section 6. Therefore, the Team recommends that Davis Besse conduct reviews to
determine whether other hardware,functions andprograms have been impacted by
these causes. "
In response, Davis-Besse management established a Return to Service Plan that included a
Program Compliance Review of station programs. The "Corrective Action Program (CAP)
Program Review Summary Report" (PR CAP Report) presented the results of a review of
all aspects of the CAP. The results of this review were summarized as follows:
"The primaryproblem identified duringthis detailedreview can be summarized as
InadequateImplementation of the CorrectiveAction Program. While identifying the
primaryproblem as such, it is not meant to diminish the range or scope of issues
identified during the review. These issues identified varying levels of implementation
issues as well as otherprogram related issues that have contributedto the extensive
nature of the problems identified with the CorrectiveAction Program.
Implementation of the program is inadequateas indicatedby the following: [Extracted
and summarized only for brevity]
* Recurring Trend of Less than Adequate CorrectiveActions (CR-02-03674)
* Recurring Trend of Less than Adequate CR Evaluations (CR-02-03673)
* Hesitancy to Document Certain Types of ConditionsAdverse to Quality (CR-02
03672)
•

Management Review BoardDeficiencies (CR-02-03535)

•

Trending ProgramNeeds Improvement (CR-02-03676)

*

Untimely Supervisory Reviews and Failureto Notify Senior Reactor Operator(SRO)
(CR-02-03671)"

Rouot ,useMnaIysIS
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The PR CAP Report continued:
"Additionalimplementationpjoblems and areasfor improvement were identified by the
DetailedProgramReview Team thatprovided insights into the causes of the recurring
implementationproblems discussedabove. These areasfor improvement include:
[summarized for brevity]
Ineffective Ownership of the CorrectiveAction Program (CR-02-03497)
•

Inadequate Cause Evaluationsand CorrectiveActions for CAP Program
Deficiencies (CR-02-0429.)

*

Nuclear QualityAssurance (NQA) Failedto Elevate Identified Deficiencies with the
CorrectiveAction Programto Ensure Resolution (CR-02-03 769)

*

RecurringTrend of ProceduralNon-Compliance (CR-02-04716)

*

CorrectiveAction Review Board (CARB) Backlog and GeneralPerformanceIssues
(CR-02-03525)

*

InadequateCorrective Action Program TrainingEfforts (CRs 02-03534, 02-03831,
and 02-04796),!

* Postponementof CREST Improvements (CR-02-03818)
* Inconsistentand InaccurateEffectiveness Reviews (CR-02-03675)
MarginalCAP PerformanceIndicators(CR-02-03817)
InadequateBenchmarking and OperatingExperience Usage (CRs 02-03821, 02
05559)
Less than Adequate CAP ProceduralControls(CRs 02-03 754, 02-05342, 02-03543)
* InterfacingProceduresdo not Adequately Address CAP Requirements (CRs 02
03865, 02-03867, 02-03871, 02-03868, 02-03869, 02-03872, 02-03873, 02-03874,
02-04742, and 02-05928)"
I
The PR CAP Report provided specific recommendationrs for corrective actions for each of
the weaknesses identified. However, the PR CAP Team did not conduct a formal analysis
of the root and contributing causes for the problems identified in the report. Although the
recommended corrective actions address the specific problems identified, the task of
conducting a formal root cause analysis was assigned to the Performance Improvement
organization. Therefore, a Root Cause Analysis Team was chartered to determine the
causes of the weaknesses identified and to ensure that the full scope of necessary corrective
actions to prevent recurrence of the CAP weaknesses has been identified.

1.2 Data analysis
The approach taken by this Team to conduct the root cause analysis for the CAP
weaknesses differed from the appioach normally taken to investigate and analyze a single
event or condition report. For example, eight of the 43 PR CAP condition reports were
classified as Significant Conditions Adverse to Quality (SCAQ) and, therefore, by
procedure NOP-LP-2001 each of those condition reports required a separate root cause
i
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analysis to determine corrective actions to prevent recurrence. However, the root causes for
many of these conditions appeared to this Team to likely be closely related. Further, any
attempt to analyze the root cause(s) of each individual CAP weakness without consideration
of the impact of the other weaknesses identified could result in uncoordinated or even
conflicting corrective actions. The interrelated and overlapping nature of these multiple
problem statements made it prudent to consider the problem statements in aggregate.
The following "Ven" diagram highlights the relationships among the CAP weaknesses that
have been identified:

The total number of condition reports reviewed by this Root Cause Team was 71.
Rather than attempt to conduct multiple and possibly redundant root cause analyses
regarding the reasons for the identified problems, CR 2002-04884 (Ineffective Corrective
Action Problem Resolution: Human Performance and Implementation) and CR 2002-04885
(Ineffective Corrective Action Problem Resolution: Infrastructure and Procedures) were
generated. CR 2002-04884 focused on the problems related to implementation of the
corrective action process and CR 2002-04885 focused on the problems related to procedural
infrastructure and process improvement.
Root Cause Analysis Report CR02-04884/5
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The condition reports shown in the diagram were consolidated into the following two
general questions to be investigated by the Team:
"

Why did station personnel fail to adequately implement the corrective action process
given the approved procedures that existed?

"* Why did the procedures and prctices fail to provide the required level of guidance and
direction to facilitate proper implementation at Davis-Besse?
To address these questions, the Team conducted the analysis in two steps. First, a subteam
conducted a basic cause analysis ibr CR 2002-04885 (Ineffective Corrective Action
Problem Resolution: Infrastructurý and Procedures) that specifically addressed the
procedural deficiencies noted in tlhe PR CAP Report. Second, the total Team collaborated
to identify the reasons that these deficiencies occurred, as well as reasons for the failure to
implement the CAP as designed.
An independent problem validation for each condition report included in the evaluation was
not conducted. The root causes that were noted in the Management and Human
Performance Root Cause Analysis Report for CR 2002-00891 and the problem statements
in the PR CAP Report were accepted as stated.
1

1.3 Consequences of condition investigated
The failure of the CAP to identify and correct conditions adverse to quality was a root cause
of the reactor vessel head degradation. The PR CAP Report did not specifically identify any
other significant degradation in structures, systems and components (SSCs) caused by this
condition. However, the lack of an effective CAP could preclude the identification and
resolution of a wide range of problems. If the root causes for the CAP's failure to properly
identify and resolve significant conditions adverse to quality are not identified and
corrective actions taken, future significant conditions adverse to quality may not be
prevented before other significant challenges to safety systems occur.

1.4 Remedial actions taken
Certain remedial actions were instituted as temporary barriers to guard against continued
CAP failure. These measures, documented in CAF 51, included:
1. Assigned a new Manager of Performance Improvement who had a background of
leadership, a track record of achievement and experience outside of Davis Besse.
2. Conducted a barrier analysis of CAP problem areas, vulnerabilities and current actions
to methodically identify needs for additional compensatory actions.
3. Added external subject matter experts in human performance evaluation, root cause
evaluation, and in CAP process to the Performance Improvement organization staff for
mentoring as well as bulk reviews and work processing.
4. Chartered a root cause team to evaluate the CAP issues identified.
I
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5. Expanded CAP performance indicators and stressed performance in the daily
management meetings as well as holding line organization managers accountable for
identified performance concerns.
6. Communicated standards and expectations from the Site Vice President to all
supervisors and managers as well as provided followup focus and attention toward
Supervisors in Supervisory Continuing Training Sessions.
7. CAP managers and directors participated in departmental and site-wide meetings and
presentations to mentor and encourage CAP ownership.
8. Increased management focus on supervisory and SRO reviews to improve submittal
timeliness, completeness and initial significance review.
9. Scheduled root cause analysis training for new evaluators and refresher training for
currently qualified personnel, CARB members and management.
10. Established a Cause Analysis Review Group (CARG) to provide an earlier level of
quality review for those condition reports that did not meet the criteria for screening by
the Corrective Action Review Board (CARB).

Report CRO2-0488415
Root
Root Cause
Cause Analysis
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2.0 Event Na rative
The event that caused a detailed, introspective review of the corrective action process was the
discovery of the corrosive degradatiori of the reactor vessel head in February 2002. The
ensuing sequence of events, including the response to a confirmatory action letter that
implemented the NRC's 0350 restart process, required that Davis-Besse Nuclear Station
conduct an analysis of the root causes' behind this event.
However, there was no singular "evet" that caused condition report CR-02-04884 to be
originated. This condition report is a compilation of 19 initial condition reports including many
which were originated by the team that prepared the PR CAP Report as a strategy to get a better
perspective on all the issues in the aggregate. The initial 19 condition reports were selected for
inclusion on the basis that they generally characterized problems related to implementation of
the corrective action program. The initial condition reports were later augmented by 52
additional condition reports; ultimately totaling 71 condition reports for the root cause analysis
charter. These condition reports characterized 203 discreet problem statements that related to
the implementation of the corrective action process at Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. All
condition reports were originated within the year 2002 (except CR-01-03 162).

2.1 Background
The majority of the condition reports fnd problem statements from the PR CAP Report were
similar. Rather than conduct a large number of redundant cause analyses, CR-02-04884 and
CR-02-04885 were originated to conshlidate and distill many similar issues into a broader
context and common problem statements for root cause analysis. Generally, the analyzed
"event" consisted of two primary problem areas:
"

Station personnel failed to adequately implement the corrective action process, given the
approved procedures that existed.

"* The procedures and practices fail to provide the required level of guidance and direction to
facilitate proper implementation at Davis-Besse within a culture of:
", lack of sensitivity to nuclear safety,
", a focus on production, and
"* the justification of existing plant conditions.
The sequence of events consisted of dual track timelines. One timeline showed a sequence of
hardware events such as the RC-2 val"re problem and the corrosion of the reactor vessel head.
A second timeline was a sequence of audits, condition reports, NRC inspections, PR CAP
Report and other identified problem sfatements that address poor performance or a lack of
compliance with the current license basis and industry standards. These dual event timelines
were related and reveal a pattern of procedural and implementation problem areas that were
built up over many years.

Root Cause Analysis Report CR02-04894/$5
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Condition Report CR-02-00891 SignificantDegradationof the Reactor Pressure Vessel Head
(ManagementIssues) was prepared to address the root causes of the corrosion on the reactor
vessel head. This effort was conducted by a team of industry experts and provides a revealing
picture of how the corrective action process failed to identify a serious challenge to reactor
safety. CR-02-00891 determined a series of root causes and corrective actions that addressed
many generic issues at Davis-Besse. The CR-02-04884 team correlated the CR-02-00891
corrective actions to the CR-02-04884 problem statements (where they appeared to be
applicable) to avoid requiring multiple, repetitive corrective actions.
However, the root causes determined in CR-02-00891 addressed the cause of the corrosion on
the reactor vessel head. A preliminary attempt by this team to correlate the root causes
specified in CR-02-00891 to the problem areas in CR-02-04884 did not succeed because the
root cause statements in CR-02-00891 were focused to specifically address the reactor vessel
head corrosion problem. This made it necessary to conduct a separate root cause assessment to
further refine the problem areas and determine the causal factors and corrective actions to
prevent recurrence of the CAP infrastructure and procedure problems, as well as the CAP
implementation and human performance problems.

2.2 Sequence of Events
Although the condition reports that were enveloped into CR-02-04884 (and CR-02-04885)
were prepared within the last year, the actual sequence of events began long before either
condition report was originated. The root cause analysis team for the reactor vessel head
degradation condition report (CR-02-00891) began their analysis timeline (E&CF chart) at the
start of Refueling Outage #10 (1ORFO) in April 1996 when indications of leakage through the
CRDM nozzles appears to have initiated. This analysis has direct implications for the
corrective action program.
Prior to the 1996 time period, the corrective action process was in a rudimentary stage at Davis
Besse. Although criterion XVI of 10CFR50 Appendix B has existed since the 1970s, the
nuclear industry did not focus on an integrated condition reporting system that tracked the
corrective action process until the early-to-mid-1990s. Corrective action tracking and
implementation was provided by multiple work management systems that were often
fragmented to each department. In the mid-1990s, as networked computer systems became
sufficiently available to workers, many plants began to consolidate the work management
systems into a condition report tracking system. At Davis-Besse, the initial condition reporting
system was the Potential Condition Adverse to Quality (PCAQ) System. This system relied
heavily on a paper-based input that was then computerized and tracked in the Davis-Besse
Action Tracking System (DBATs) on the mainframe computer system.
This system was refined and improved along with the usage of personal computers. INPO
published specific performance objectives with supporting criteria for self-assessment and
corrective action activities in the 1997 revision of Performance Objectives and Criteriafor
OperatingNuclear GeneratingStations (INPO 97-002). Davis-Besse transitioned from the
PCAQ system to the Corrective Action Tracking System (CATs) in 1998. CATs was the first
attempt to facilitate interaction with a networked computer environment. CATs was an
improved action tracking system for paper-based condition reports. One of the guiding
principles behind this transition was to move ownership of the corrective action tracking
process from a small group of corrective action tracking specialists into the line organization in
KOO
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an effort to establish better ownership by the line organization. The dedicated group of root
cause analysts was dispersed to line departments in March 2001. Davis-Besse directed the line
organization to conduct all root cause evaluations.
In December 1999, INPO published Principlesfor Effective Self-Assessment and Corrective
Action Programs. Davis-Besse upgraded the CATs system to the new Condition Report
Evaluation and Status Tracking (CREST) system. CREST included a new and improved
computer application program that was more powerful and user friendly. In addition, the
CREST software was intended to provide an adequate level of user interface (intuitive self
prompting) to preclude the need to have a paper procedure in hand when using CREST. Some
user training was provided and a Guideline document was developed that was coordinated with
NOP-LP-2001, ConditionReport Process.
NOP-LP-2001 was developed as part 9 f an initiative to integrate all three nuclear sites under the
FENOC common process umbrella. However, each site had a different reactor type (GE BWR,
B&W PWR and Westinghouse PWR) built by different organizations and licensed by the NRC
with varied commitments. The current license basis at each site is significantly different from
each other. This condition implied that NOP-LP-2001 could only implement commitments that
were common between the three FENOC sites. Deviations in the implementation of applicable
current license basis commitments between the sites had to be covered under another site
specific procedure. The Programmatic Guide was developed to address those policies, practices
and information that could not be included in NOP-LP-2001 but were not clearly obvious in the
CREST user interface.
As the corrective action process was developed and improved at Davis-Besse, the vision for the
Performance Improvement' (PI) organi'zation was also evolving. The new vision was focused
on PI being the owner of the condition reporting process but not the owner of corrective action
implementation (i.e. program). The Davis-Besse line organizations were charged with
implementing the corrective action program. PI would maintain the software and procedures,
but would remain removed in the areaI of routine implementation and adjudication of condition
reports. This was a more significant change in the management and ownership of the corrective
action program than had been previously anticipated by the Davis Besse management team.
In February 2002, it was discovered that Boric acid on the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) head
had caused a serious degradation problem. This problem led to an extended plant shutdown
and a period of introspection that is still in progress. One of the root causes identified for the
corrosion problem was that the corrective action program failed to identify and correct the
problem. As part of the restart recovery effort, a Corrective Action Program (CAP) Program
Review (PR CAP) was conducted. The PR CAP identified numerous issues relating to problem
identification and resolution. Two condition reports, CR-02-04884 and CR-02-04885 were
initiated to determine the cause of the failure of the corrective action program. This report is
the outcome of the root cause assessnrent for the failure of the corrective action process.

'The title "the Performance Improvement Organization" is used generically in this report to mean the current
Performance Improvement Organization and ihe predecessor organizations; the Learning Organization and the
Quality Programs Organization.
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3.0 Data Analysis
The data was collected and analyzed using condition reports, root cause analyses, and other
testamentary sources available to the Team. Interviews were conducted to gain additional
insights into individual motivation and decisions. The data was analyzed using an Events and
Causal Factors (E&CF) Flow Chart, a Change Analysis, Barrier Analysis, Collective Significance
Analysis and PI& Failure Modes Analysis. The following section describes the process and
conclusions in detail.
The data analysis relied on interviews with Davis Besse staff members to explain certain
decisions and behaviors that occurred in the past. To the extent possible, objective data and
documentation related to the information provided in the interviews was obtained to validate the
interviewees' perceptions and recollections.
The adverse conditions analyzed were compiled primarily from condition reports and the CAP
Program Review recommendations. This evaluation was not focused to duplicate or
independently validate the root cause analysis that was conducted by the CR-02-00891
Management Root Cause Analysis Team. The conclusions and root causes reached by the CR
02-00891 Technical and Management Root Cause Team were accepted as valid. The PR CAP
Report and associated condition reports were likewise presumed to be generally accurate
statements of the corrective action process adverse conditions. However, throughout the conduct
of this evaluation, original and derived data was correlated and objectively viewed to determine
if it was congruent to the previous analyses and whether divergence was determined to exist.
The (203) specific issues in the CAP Issues Matrix were characterized into separate "bins" or
categories using the technique of affinity analysis. These categories were generic problems that
could be analyzed at a more general level.
Twenty (20) focused interview questions were developed with associated directed lines of
inquiry that attempted to identify the causes of the adverse conditions. Using these generic
adverse condition categories, the Team conducted further information discovery to answer the
question, "Why did this [specific adverse condition] occur?" by conducting 32 formal focused
interviews and numerous other informal discussions with Davis Besse personnel, both present
and past. The interview results were compiled on the interview synopsis in attachment 9.
The bottom line question from the original CR-02-04884 problem statement to be answered was
always:
"Why was the implementation of the correctiveaction process less than adequate?"

3.1 DATA REVIEW
The Root Cause Analysis Team used an industry-accepted approach for data collection and
analysis. This approach generally followed the FENOC Root Cause Analysis Reference Guide
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investigation steps. However, the use of affinity analysis techniques is not explicitly covered in
the FENOC Root Cause Analysis Reference Guide. The Team uged an industry-recognized
methodology (a draft procedure not yet implemented at Davis Besse) for a collective significance
and common cause analysis for the de .elopment and use of the CAP Issues Matrix.

3.1.1 Data Collection:
The Root Cause Team collected data for this analysis using the following steps:
" Reviewed 19 condition reports initially associated with CR-02-04884 and CR-02-04885 in
the description of condition.
"* Separated the condition report problem statements into separate issues and listed the issues in
a CAP Issues Matrix (Attachment 1).
"* Reviewed the PR CAP Report for additional issues. Added these issues to the CAP Issues
Matrix.
"

Reviewed 52 additional condition reports assigned to Performance Improvement and added
issues to the CAP Issues Matrix.

"

Correlated the 203 separate and distinct issues together into logical categories based on the
similarity of problem statements using the technique of affinity analysis. All issues were
binned to at least one of the following generic categories in the CAP Issues Matrix
(attachment 1):
1. ProcessIssues: Categorization, CAs LTA, Cause LTA, Trending LTA, Not Timely,
Procedures
2. ComplianceIssues
3. Knowledge, Skill and Ability (KSA) Issues: Training, Qualification
4. UnclearExpectation Issues
5. Other Issues: Resources, 8E

"

Conducted formal structured interviews with 32 individuals associated with the Corrective
Actions Program. These interviews included 20 multiple choice survey questions with the
survey results documented in Attachment 9.

"

Compiled the results of the survey questions in Attachment 9.

3.1.2 Structured Analysis Process:
The data was analyzed using the following steps:
"* Conducted a Barrier Analysis of the corrective actions process and determined compensatory
measures
"* Developed a timeline of all relevant events (Attachments 2 & 3)

Analysis Report
Cause Analysis
Root Cause
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"* Developed and analyzed an Events and Causal Factors (E&CF) Chart from this timeline
(Attachment 4)
"* Conducted a Change Analysis of the programmatic changes from 1996 to present
"* Conducted a Collective Significance Analysis of the CAP Issues Matrix
"* Performed a Failure Mode Analysis using the PIe formal analysis process (Attachments 6, 7
& 8) for the collective significance generic categories
"* Determined the causal factors using the PIe Failure Mode Analysis / Stream Analysis
technique
"* Determined the root causes and contributing factors using the "why staircase" technique
"* Coded the root and contributing causes using the HPES trend codes
"* Developed recommended corrective actions that addressed the root causes
"* Verified that all CAP Matrix Issues were specifically addressed in the corrective action
section
"

Documented all findings

3.1.3 Barrier Analysis
A classical barrier analysis was conducted to determine the programmatic barriers that were
relied upon to ensure the effective functioning of the corrective action process. The barrier
analysis considered the corrective action process as it was implemented along with insights from
condition reports including the CR-02-00891 Management Root Cause Evaluation. The CAP
process was segmented into traditional functional areas, and process barriers were correlated to
each function area. The following flowchart graphically depicts the corrective action process at
Davis Besse. This chart was constructed as part of the barrier analysis of the process
documenting the compensatory measures put in place such as the Cause Analysis Review Group.

IOOT
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Corrective Action Process
Significant Immediate & Compensatory Measures Flowchart
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Conclusions: The barrier analysis concluded that vulnerabilities were identified in the four
process barrier areas as well as the two supporting areas based upon the analyzed condition
reports and the PR CAP Report:
Functional Barriers:
1. Condition Report Initiation, Timeliness, Content
2. Significance Determination
3. Causal Analysis
4. Corrective Action Implementation
Supportine Areas:
1. Oversight and Program Ownership
2. CAP Infrastructure and Supporting Processes
The barrier analysis indicated a number of compensatory measures that were implemented as
temporary, stopgap measures to improve the corrective action process until the root cause
analysis was completed and permanent corrective actions can be made. In order to obtain further
detail on the degradation of the functional process barriers, the collective significance of these
degradations had to be analyzed in further detail.
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3.1.4 Collective Significance Analysis
A collective significance analysis was conducted to determine if there were generic trends or
patterns among the various condition reports and PR CAP issues. The collective significance
review was a systematic evaluation of the generic problem categories determined in the affinity
analysis correlated with the functional barriers that had been degraded. The collective
significance review identified the presence of generic issues that spanned across activities,
behaviors, organizations and condition reports. The result of the collective significance review is
a generic problem description and overall assessment of the impact and significance of these
generic conditions. With 203 issues in the CAP Issues Matrix, it was highly likely that many
issues would affect other issues. Each functional barrier area was then analyzed using collective
significance techniques to determine major themes and issues within the area.
Within each functional barrier area, the CAP Issues Matrix was sorted by affinity analysis
category to determine potentially generic issues. The CAP Issues Matrix "functional barrier" and
"affinity category" fields were correlated by filtering techniques to obtain trends and
issue
patterns. These correlations were further refined if other secondary patterns appeared that
appeared to group issues together into common themes or generic problem areas.
The following generic problem areas were identified by this technique:
1. Condition Report Initiation was not consistent (8 specific issues noted)
", There may be a hesitancy to originate condition reports (3 issues).
"• There was a lack of threshold guidance or direction for originating condition reports (5
issues).
2. Significance Determination was not accurate (18 specific issues noted)
"

*Low categorization of conditions (4 issues)

"* Lack of timeless in classification (7 issues)
"* Inadequate procedural direction and guidance (7 issues)
3. Causal Evaluation was not accurate (31 specific issues noted)
"* *Causal analysis was often not accurate (25 issues).
"* Personnel conducting causal analysis did not always have adequate training (5 issues).
"* Management expectations for causal analysis were not clear (I issue).
4. *Corrective Action Implementation was not effective (25 specific issues noted)
"* Corrective actions were ineffectively formulated and often not based on causes (13
issues).
"• Corrective actions were ineffectively implemented (5 issues).

"CR-02-00891 Root Cause
CRO2-0488415
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*

Corrective actions were not inplemented in a timely manner (7 issues).

5. Oversight and Program Ownership (26 specific issues noted)
"* Ineffective corrective actions ývere not identified by CARB (9 issues).
"* There was a lack of timely review and a large backlog of issues pending before CARB (5
issues).
"• Procedural
*1 requirements for oversight activities were not properly captured (5 issues).
"*Trending
issues).

and performance indicators did not support oversight of corrective actions (7

6. CAP Infrastructure and Supporting Processes (83 specific issues noted)
"* There was no action plan to correct noted problems in CAP (1 issue).
"* There was a general lack of prIocedural compliance with existing procedures (34 issues).
"* CARB was not meeting often 'enough and the CARB backlog was too high (3 issues).
"* Performance Improvement shguld move all outstanding CATs CRs into CREST and
close the CATs tracking system (1 issue).
"• The work order and CR processes were not adequately integrated (5 issues).
"* A formal training program was not developed to support the CAP process (29 issues).
"* CREST improvements were deferred but were required (3 issues).
"• Trending and performance indicators were not adequately developed (2 issues).
"• Management expectations wete not clear and not adequately communicated (5 issues).
A complete and detailed description of the collective significance analysis is contained in
attachment 12. The collective significance review synthesized six generic problem areas from
the 71 condition reports included in the analysis. The generic problem areas identified how the
corrective action process functional barriers had degraded or weakened. This provided a focused
approach to determining the causal factors. Only one functional barrier, CR Initiation, was
determined to be sufficiently robust. The remaining five barriers had significant degradation
based on the condition reports.
Conclusions: The implementation issues raised in the conditions reviewed in this analysis fall
into the same areas as the causal factors of CR 02-00891:
"• Significance determination was not accurate. Significance determinations were biased to
be lower than appropriate.
"• Cause Determinations were not accurate.
"* Corrective action implementation was not effective.

* CR-02-00891 Root Cause
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"* Program oversight was not effective. Trending and performance indicators did not
support program oversight.
"* CAP Infrastructure and supporting processes do not reflect industry best practices.
Line management did not take effective action to identify these deficiencies, or to direct prompt
corrective action when the problems were identified.

3.1.5 Events and Causal Factors Analysis
An Event and Causal Factor Flow Chart was constructed beginning with January of 1996 and is
included as Attachment 4. Two event lines were used in an effort to understand the interactions
and impacts of the Corrective action program with regard to the plant boric acid corrosion. The
two event lines are:
"* Plant events and conditions with respect to the identification of the boric acid corrosion,
"* Corrective action documents (CRs, audits, and external reports).
The E&CF analysis identified 24 condition reports or PCAQs that had been initiated between
January 1996 and December 2001 in regard to aspects of the Boric Acid corrosion issue. This
would indicate that there were opportunities to explore and resolve the growing indications of a
problem with corrosion. The E&CF analysis also identified 17 condition reports and NQA audit
reports that characterized corrective action process performance problems. This would indicate
that Performance Improvement had numerous opportunities to explore and resolve the problems
related to the corrective action process.
Analysis of the E&CF Chart showed several trends and conditions:
"* Most RPV degradation precursor conditions and events had been identified by the
condition reporting system (i.e. a condition report had been originated).
"* Most CAP process issues had been identified by the condition reporting system.
"* The significance of the individual CRsiPCAQs was often lower than appropriate.
"* The corrective actions taken were often inadequate to correct the problem (CAQ) or to
prevent recurrence of the problem (SCAQ).
"* The cumulative impact of management and process changes affected the implementation
of the corrective action program.
The Team concluded that if the personnel at Davis Besse had collectively considered all of the
information that had been available, they might have been able to understand the significance of
the RPV head degradation problem at an earlier point.
Conclusion: The actual performance issues associated with the corrective action process (with a
few exceptions) were identified prior to the discovery of the RPV head degradation. The
collective significance of the individual issues were not recognized and consequently were not
elevated to a high enough level in the organization to obtain management support for corrective
actions.
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Oversight reports and NQA audits identified similar performance problems in the area of
corrective actions at Davis-Besse over a period of several years. Many of these problems were
not assigned appropriately serious significance categories and not promptly corrected. Some of
these conditions were subsequently identified as the cause of the RPV head degradation.

3.1.6 Change Analysis
A change analysis was conducted on the changes made to the corrective action process over the
period 1996 to 2002. The change analysis considered:
"* Technology changes for condition reports (software upgrades DBATs to CATs to
CREST)
"*Organizational and ownership changes in the corrective action process
"*Management changes at the station and within Performance Improvement
" Impact of the FENOC common process at Davis Besse
The change analysis concluded that the rate of change of the corrective action program has been
relatively high and appears to be virtually continual over this period of time. The key changes
noted during this period were in three areas:
"* Technology: The process and software transitions from the PCAQ to CRs and from
DBATs to CATs to CREST occurred at the same time as the ownership transition from
using a dedicated corrective actions group to using line personnel for implementation of
the process.
"• Organization /Ownership: The organization was changed from Quality Programs
Group, to the Learning Organization and finally to the Performance Improvement
Organization. These changes occurred simultaneously with the realignment of ownership
philosophy for corrective action implementation. Ownership transitioned from a full
time staff group to the line organization. These changes occurred in conjunction with the
implementation of the FENO9 common process initiative.
* Staffing: The organizational realignment occurred concurrently with numerous staff
*personnel changes. Some of the new personnel did not have the experience, background
or training to perform their required functions. New staff members who did not have that
training replaced many staff members who had recently received training in root cause
analysis. Staffing stability has impacted the PI organizations' ability to implement the
CAP.
These changes clearly affected the organizational and process stability and occurred at the same
time that the corrective action procesý failed to recognize the significance of the boric acid
buildup and subsequent degradation that was developing in the RPV head. Several personnel
interviewed indicated that the program was in a continual state of flux and it was difficult to stay
current with the latest expectations. Implementation of the FENOC common process during this
period also added an element of coordination that had not been previously required. It was
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suddenly necessary to coordinate all process changes between the three FENOC sites and each
site had a different perspective on the philosophy of the corrective action process.
The change analysis technique assumes that a correlation can be made between a change in the
performance state, and the change in the process state. For example, a change in a procedure
causes an operator error. In this particular case, it was very difficult to correlate the changes in
the program to the changes in performance. There were so many program changes between 1996
and 2002 that it was impossible to determine the effect of the individual changes on performance.
The greatest effect seems to have come from the decision to move the day-to-day responsibility
to execute the corrective action process from a full-time PI staff / review board, including the
dedicated group of trained root cause analysts to the line organization. Therefore, the 12RFO
CRs documenting the RPV head degradation were not reviewed by anyone other than the line
organization responsible for the evaluation. The same conclusion is true for the condition reports
that stated problems with the corrective action process.
The cumulative impact of these changes added a level of complexity (ever-changing / unclear
management expectations) to the problem identification and resolution process, and contributed
to the station's difficulty in complying with the CAP procedures.
Conclusions: The implementation of major changes in the corrective action process and the
FENOC common process initiative impacted performance.
"

Poor control of FENOC common processes implementation caused unrealistic project
milestones and ineffective conflict resolution methods. The corrective action process was
one of the first FENOC common processes. The three nuclear sites had difficulty
agreeing to a robust common process with the result that the sites had to develop site
specific guidelines to address the areas not included in the NOP-LP-2001 procedure.
Davis-Besse's guideline removed existing "tools" and communicated an optional tone to
the requirements residing in the Guideline. These factors placed stresses on the corrective
action program standards and provided the DB staff with excuses/incentive for
implementation inadequacies.

"

Root causal analysis was adversely affected when the root cause team was dispersed to
line organizations without increased monitoring of the use of the assigned resource and
the quality being produced.

"

The appropriate staffing levels depend on the stability of the workforce and the CAP
implementation standards. If the standards are raised, staffing will have to be increased
to provide adequate resources to the additional workload.

3.1.7 PII© Failure Mode Analysis Technique:
Upon completion of the collective significance review, a formal analysis of the condition report
issues in the CAP Issues Matrix was conducted using PIe¢ failure mode analysis techniques. The
details and process of this analysis are contained in Attachments 6, 7 & 8. The initial results of
the analysis indicted organizational failure modes that required stream analysis. The results of
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the stream analysis indicated that mankigement failures were involved. A further analysis of
management failures indicated that th~re were three primary failure "modes:
"* The largest number of failure r#odes identified was in the area of control error
(attachment 8). These errors indicate that processes were not accurately implemented
such that the process outcome wvas not the desired outcome. A majority of the control
errors (such as inadequate cause analysis or ineffective corrective actions) were caused by
improper implementation of crrective program elements (trending, categorization) as
previously discussed.
"* The second largest number of failure modes identified was in the area of management
expectation errors (attachment 8). These failure modes were indicative of a failure of
management to establish and enforce standards for the organization. Communication of
clear expectations was a large factor in this failure mode.
"* The third largest number of failure modes identified was in the area of programmatic
deficiencies (attachment 7). There were a number of procedure problems identified
during the affinity analysis. There were also procedural usage (user interface) problems
identified by the Team's flow-charting of the corrective action process procedures that
showed a number of user interface flaws and judgment errors.
Conclusions: Using the results of this' failure mode analysis, the PI-certified facilitator
identified the following causal factors.
"

Failure to comply with existing standards, requirements and procedures.

"* Lack of clear management expectations and standards.
"* Lack of procedures that cound be easily followed.
"* Lack of commitment to program implementation.
These causal factors were then validated and further analyzed using a "why staircase" technique
until the final causes were determined.

3.1.8 Root Cause Analysis
The next step in the FENOC analysis process was to validate the PllO causal factors and to
determine the root cause(s). The Team discussed each of the identified causal factors in great
detail. PR CAP and interview results t vere also used to add insight. The Team used the "why
staircase" technique where each causaI factor was analyzed by repeatedly asking the question,
"Why did this happen?" until there w6s no longer any answers that were under the control of
management to change.
The "Why Staircase": The "why staircase" is a root cause analysis technique where analysts
will repetitively ask the question "why' did this occur" until a point is reached where there are no
more answers that are within managelent's capability to control. This point is often the root
cause of the event. Ultimately, several different causal factors may result in the same root cause
after using the why staircase.
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The "why staircase" technique added an additional insights into the PeI' causal analysis. One
insight was that the Team was actually comparing the past performance of the corrective action
process to the present configuration of this process. It was clear that many of the comments from
the PR CAP Report and previous condition reports were problem statements that had most
frequently occurred under previous versions of the corrective action process as well as under a
different management culture.
There has been a substantial change in management personnel from February 2002 until today.
Many of the new managers have not yet had an opportunity to fully foster a change in the culture
of their respective organizations. This is particularly true of the Performance Improvement
Organization where three of four key leaders (the manager and two of three supervisors) have
been changed or added within the last three months. The Team recognized that the problems
listed above had developed under the previous station management and earlier versions of the
corrective action process. The future performance of the current organization and current
corrective action process is currently being tested and noted behavior differences are evident. It
would not be accurate to determine causal factors by analyzing the current configuration of the
corrective action program judged against the performance history under the former corrective
action program. The results would inevitably lead to false or misleading conclusions. Past
corrective action program performance was caused by former management and old processes.
Present corrective action performance remains a work in progress that could best be judged by
today's performance. It was recognized that past processes are presently in revision and
encompassing compensatory measures implemented to prevent many of the past performance
problems. The impact of the changes will be evaluated by future effectiveness reviews and
oversight activities.
Lack of clear expectations and standards: During the "why staircase" exercise, the Team
recognized the key or primary causal factor was a lack of clear expectations and standards by past
management. A detailed review of previous NQA audit and self-assessments since 1996
indicated that although many of the problems or issues were routinely identified in the reviews,
the Performance Improvement (PI) Organization 2 did not agree on the need to implement
corrective actions that would prevent these problems from recurring. The oversight and
assessment groups continued to report many of the same findings years after year. In response,
PI continued to make process changes in an attempt to improve performance. However, they did
not change the actualperformance of the corrective actionprogram or behaviors of the station
to prevent recurrenceof thefindings, leading to more repeat findings on the next assessment.
Misalignment of Organizational Standards: Interview comments with past and present
members of PI and NQA clearly highlighted the fact that the oversight activities were assessing
to a substantially different set of standards. The oversight activities compared corrective action
program performance to a compliance-based standard while PI was managing the program to a
performance-based standard. These standards were very different.
A compliance-based standard holds the program accountable for essentially perfect performance.
If a small number of problems are noted during the assessment or audit, this is evidence of a
2The title "the Performance Improvement Organization" is used generically in this report to mean the current

Performance Improvement Organization and the predecessor organizations; the Learning Organization and the
Quality Programs Organization.
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defacto problem in that area. An example of the application of a compliance-based standard can
be observed in the area of apparent cause determination. If the oVersight activity notes a small
number of apparent cause determinations that are in error, the finding is made that apparent cause
determinations are inaccurate. No attempt is made to present the finding in the context of how
many apparent cause determinations were correct, or the degree of inaccuracy of the causal
factors.
When questioned about the standards! several NQA auditors who had performed many of the
past audits stated that they considered it "appropriate for NQA to hold PI to higher standards".
Their vision was that NQA should set high standards for the entire site. While nobody can argue
with this vision, it was clear that past PI management was unable to construct a corrective action
process that could produce the error-6,ee results required by the NQA standards.
Complicating this picture were three additional factors:
"* External oversight activities (NR.',INP0) gave the Davis Besse corrective action program
generally high marks (especially after the introduction of CREST).
"* The NQA audits characterized thel corrective action program as good overall even though the
audits continued to report the same specific findings and deficiencies.
"

Personnel who were not reporting to Performance Improvement were actually performing
many of the corrective action activities that were criticized.

Interviews with NQA auditors indicated that they considered the corrective action program to be
"well run in general and functioning within acceptable standards" but they were concerned that
PI objected to the specific audit findings. These objections were fundamentally over the
appropriate standards to be used for e tablishing the audit criteria, which determined the findings.
At the core of this disagreement was the idea that NQA would audit to "higher standards" and PI
would manage the program to "more realistic performance standards" which were in line with the
resources that were applied to the program.
In addition, PI was being challenged by station management to correct implementation errors
made by many personnel who were not in the PI organization. PI made a number of process
changes that were intended to make tl•e process simpler (e.g. CATs to CREST) or provide
additional information or guidance (e.g. Condition Report Process ProgrammaticGuideline,
CREST Users Manual) on HOW to do the job. PI did (or could) not address the root cause of the
problem, which were the individual behaviors of the personnel in the line organization who were
actually making the day-to-day decisions for the corrective action process. Station management
was focused on production and had created a safety culture where safety-significant corrective
actions that were costly were too often deferred or cancelled. Process changes alone could not
correct this problem. This situation led to a cycle of implementation error - process change
implementation error, which has been' noted in the PR/CAP Report. A more fundamental change
in the safety culture of the entire line organization was required to change this cycle.
Repetitive Nature of Adverse Conditions: A good example of the repetitive nature of these
findings can be seen in the Root Cause Analysis Report for Condition Report Program
Implementation Deficiencies (CR-2000-1584 dated 9/22/00). A Multi-Discipline Team was
chartered to investigate the root causes for the 2000 CORAC Audit findings. The Problem
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Statement noted, "Similar implementation deficiencies were noted during a 1999 CORAC
Audit."
The Experience Review section of the 2000 CORAC Audit Root Cause Report identified similar
previous findings at Davis Besse including (in part):
"1994 Conger & Elsea, Inc. DBNPS Corrective Action ProgramReview:
*

Major areasof concern were:
1. The lack of requiredanalyticaltechniques (cause evaluations such as apparent
cause!CATPR
2. The lack of trainingof the evaluatorsfor analyzing hardware,proceduresand
personnelproblems
3. The lack offollow up and evaluation of corrective actions

AR-99-CORA C-01-01:
. Insufficient change management to transitionto the condition reportprocess
1999 CR 1999-0310:
*

Correctiveaction documents being closed without entering requiredtrend
information into CATS

1999 INPO Report OR.2-1:
* Problems in monitoringand implementation of station initiativesand some corrective
actionsare hinderingmanagement's ability to addressseveral long-standing
recurringissues in a timely and effective manner.
The deficiencies identified in these reports included many (if not all) of the deficiencies on the
CAP Issues Matrix. The consequences of this event/condition were stated to be:
"Weaknesses in the areasof Condition Report evaluation, documentation, trackingand
coding couldjeopardizethe Station 'sposition relative to compliance with portions of 10
CFR 50 Appendix B, Quality Assurance Criteriafor Nuclear Power Plants."
Compensatory actions were taken and remedial actions were proposed. The tone of the audit
findings was a compliance-based comparison against DBNPS procedure requirements, guidance,
expectations and Industry Standards. Numerous audit findings were noted, many of which were
identical or similar to the issues in the PR CAP Report. The root causes identified for this report
were (in part):
1. "LTA Written Communications (Root Cause)
*

Omission of relevant information: The guidancefor the CAP is not well defined...

*

Vertical and lateralintegrationofprocedures,guidelines and Business Plan
expectations"
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3 (Root Cause)
2. "LTA Change management in changingthe correctiveacion program

"

Change relatedto training/retrainingwas notperformed or not adequate

"* Change relateddocuments (tools) were not developed)"
3. "LTA ManagerialMethods (Root Cause)
* Management expectations were not well identified: The guidancefor CAP is not well
defined..."
4. "LTA Managerialmethods (ContributingFactor)
* Managementfollow-up or monitoring did not identify problems"
The corrective action process issues had been identified and a4nalyzed form'any years. Actions to
prevent recurrence were not effective because repeated audits and assessments continued to
determine the same findings on multiple occasions.

I

PI management was managing to performance standards that were fundamentally different than
the standards used by the oversight activities to evaluate the program. PI was managing the
corrective action program as a management or action-tracking system while the oversight
activities were auditing and assessing the program to the higher standards of 10 CFR 50
Appendix B and INPO industry best practices. The misalignment of standards between the PI
organization and the oversight activities caused an inevitable performance deficit. Resource
loading and performance goals were set by PI, not the oversight activities, and inevitably
underestimated the amount of effort thlat would be required to meet the higher performance
standards set by NQA.
Failure to Employ Human Error Reduction Techniques: It has been previously concluded
that the safety culture at Davis Besse did not place sufficient emphasis and priority on safe
operations 4 . Human performance error reduction techniques are well known in the nuclear
industry. These techniques include peer checking, independent or dual verification, pre-job
briefings, verbatim compliance with pfocedures etc. All of these techniques have been applied to
activities related to quality programs and processes, especially when associated with plant
operations or maintenance. However, employment of these techniques comes with an associated
cost and substantial additional effort. Human performance error reduction techniques were not
often used to improve the accuracy of the corrective action process because the PI Organization
did not subscribe to the standards that were used for audits by the oversight activities.
Failure of the Organization to Reconcile Differences in Standards: There were several
previous attempts made by the PI Supervisor and NQA to reconcile these standards. Several
meetings were held where PI and NQA stated their respective viewpoints and agreed to disagree
on the appropriate standards for performance assessment and process management. One
historical factor may have been the relative organizational position of the Manager of NQA who
was senior to the Supervisor of PI. Past Senior Managers (Directors) were not sufficiently
engaged to resolve the misalignment of these standards between their respective organizations.
The inevitable result was that the oversight and assessment activities continued to find the same
3

When changing from PCAQ to CATs for tracking
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issues on repeated audits. They did not raise these issues to the proper management level for
correction until the 2000 NQA audit. The staff of both PI and NQA continued to disagree on the
appropriate standards and they set expectations that were fundamentally misaligned. The
inevitable result was a substantial deviation in corrective action program performance from the
oversight requirements.

3.2 CONCLUSIONS
The Team reached conclusions after completing each analysis technique. These conclusions
were generally reinforcing and mutually supporting.

3.2.1 Barrier Analysis Conclusions:
The barrier analysis concluded that the following barriers were relied upon for a properly
functioning corrective action program: PR CAP
"* Condition Report Initiation
"* Significance Determination
"* Causal Evaluation
"* Corrective Action Implementation
"* Oversight and Program Ownership
"* CAP Infrastructure and Supporting Processes
Compensatory measures were put in place to strengthen several of these barriers.

3.2.2 Collective Significance Review Conclusions:
The implementation issues raised in the conditions reviewed in this analysis fall into the same
areas as the causal factors of CR 02-00891:
"* Significance determination was not accurate. Significance determinations were biased to be
lower than appropriate.
"* Cause Determinations were not accurate.
"* Corrective action implementation was not effective.
"* Program oversight was not effective. Trending and performance indicators did not support
program oversight.
"* CAP Infrastructure and supporting processes did not reflect industry best practices.
"* Line management did not take effective action to identify these deficiencies, or to direct
prompt corrective action when the problems were identified.
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3.2.3 Events & Causal Factors Chart Conclusions:
The majority of the performance issues associated with the corrective action process were
identified prior to the discovery of the RPV head corrosion. The collective significance of the
individual issues were not recognized'and consequently were not elevated to a high enough level
in the organization to obtain management support for corrective actions.
Oversight reports and NQA audits identified similar performance problems in the area of
corrective actions at Davis-Besse ovei I a period of several years. Many of these problems were
not assigned appropriately serious signi"ficance categories and not promptly corrected. Some of
these conditions were subsequently identified as the cause of the RPV head corrosion.
There were a large number of organizational changes that occurred during the period of time
when RPV head degradation occurred. These changes included process changes, ownership
changes, and organizational realignments. A change analysis was conducted to consider the
effect of these changes.

3.2.4 Change Analysis Conclusions:
The implementation of major changes in the corrective action process and the FENOC common
process initiative impacted performance.
Poor control of FENOC common pro~esses implementation in 2001 caused unrealistic project
milestones and ineffective conflict resolution methods. The corrective action process was one of
the first FENOC common processes. The three nuclear sites had difficulty agreeing to a robust
common process with the result that the sites had to develop site-specific guidelines to address
the areas not included in the NOP-LP-2001 procedure. Davis-Besse's guideline removed
existing "tools" and communicated ar, optional tone to the requirements residing in the
Guideline. These factors placed stressbs on the corrective action program standards and provided
the DB staff with excuses/incentive for implementation inadequacies.
Davis Besse's root cause analysis capability was adversely affected when the root cause team
was dispersed to the line organizations without increased monitoring of the use of the assigned
resource and the quality being produced.
The appropriate staffing levels depenc on the stability of the workforce and the CAP
implementation standards. If the stan ards are raised, staffing will have to be increased to
provide adequate resources to the additional workload.

3.2.5 PII©Failure Mode Analysis Conclusions:
The following causal factors were identified using the PIe Failure Mode Analysis Technique:
"* Failure to comply with existing standards, requirements and procedures.
"

Lack of clear management expectations and standards.

"* Lack of procedures that could be easily followed.
RootCaus
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9

Lack of commitment to program implementation

3.3 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
The "why staircase" technique yielded the following additional insights into the analysis and
causal factors.
"* Change management of the corrective action process has not been carefully controlled in the
past. Numerous changes in staffing, process, software and ownership have maintained a
constant state of flux.
"

Risk and consequences associated with change were not adequately assessed when revising
the corrective action process from the NG-NA-0702/Reference Guide/CATS system to the
NOP/Guideline/CREST system in 2001.

"

The conditions analyzed represented performance under an old process or under past
management. The process and management changes that had been made since the RPV head
degradation event have not been in place long enough to evaluate the impact of these
changes.

"* Most of the specific adverse conditions that caused or contributed to the RPV head
degradation problem had been identified (i.e. condition reports prepared). However, the
station had not recognized the overall significance.
"* Various oversight groups had previously identified most of the corrective action process
problems. However, the Performance Improvement Organization had not recognized the
overall significance.
"* There was a substantial misalignment in standards between the oversight groups and the
Performance Improvement Organization. PI was managing the corrective action program as a
management or action-tracking system while the oversight activities were auditing and
assessing the program to the higher standards of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B and INPO industry
best practices. The misalignment of standards between the PI organization and the oversight
activities caused an inevitable performance deficit.
"

Prior to the RPV head degradation, their had been a universal emphasis of production over
safety at Davis Besse. This created an organizational environment where standards were not
communicated and management expectations were often unclear or conflicting. This
environment often left it to the workers to make the hard choices between making deadlines
and delivering product quality. Too often, the individual chose to make the deadline and
sacrifice quality.

"

The site-wide emphasis of production over safety was manifested in a lack of self-critical and
questioning attitudes within the Davis-Besse organization.

"

Past failures of Senior Management to convey clear expectations in support of the CAP,
establish appropriate standards of CAP performance, and align organizational goals within
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the Davis-Besse staff caused a losý of organizational commitment to the FENOC vision for
the corrective action process.
"* Past failure of plant management to enforce standards by holding personnel accountable for
completing CAP activities in accordance with the expectations of the existing procedures.
"* Although the Condition Report process provides an adequate framework for identifying and
correcting adverse conditions, the large number of implementation issues shows that the
infrastructure is not adequately matched to user needs to assure successful accomplishment of
the process at Davis-Besse.
These causes were further analyzed into root and contributing causes as listed in section 5 of this
report.

3.4 ROOT CAUSE ASSESSMENT
The multiple data analysis techniques all converged on the same set of causal factors for a large
set of data. Although the words or emphasis may have been slightly different, the concepts were
essentially consistent. The Team synthesized several sets of causal factors and then conducted a
consensus-building meeting where all team members ultimately endorsed the final version of the
causal factors.
The Team had some difficulty in reso ving a single root cause. Some of the Team members
thought that the cultural issues of production over safety, lack of a self-critical questioning
attitude were the fundamental or root cause of the conditions. Their position was that people
made the errors and that the problem could not be corrected until the people who implemented
the corrective action process changed their attitudes and behaviors.
The other part of the Team thought that the root cause was a lack of management alignment and
consistency between the parts of the Davis Besse site organization. Their position was that it was
this lack of agreement in standards and the resulting lack of communication of clear expectations
between the Senior Managers that led to the misalignment of priorities for corrective actions.
The primary causes could only be co~ected by strong and effective leadership. Safety culture
changes slowly, but only in response to strong and credible leadership. Management alignment
can only occur if there is strong and ctedible leadership to cause the various directors to agree on
a common vision for Davis Besse. After further analysis and discussion of these two primary
causal factors, it was agreed that both causal factors would be considered as the root causes of the
conditions.
The three contributing causes provided additional insight into the reasons why these conditions
occurred. They provide a context for the root causes and should also be the subject of corrective
actions to prevent recurrence. The robt and contributing causes are listed in section 5 of this
report.
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4.0 Experience Review
An Experience Review was performed using the CATS, CREST and INPO databases. A search
on various themes of inadequate/failed corrective action programs identified the following
related issues.

4.1 Davis-Besse
There are numerous (109) examples in CREST and CATS where inadequate implementation of
the corrective actions program was identified at various levels of the process including
recurrent events. Untimeliness, inadequate evaluation and ineffective corrective action were
frequent themes. These examples included the 71 CR's referenced in the problem statement.
This was the impetus for generating this "collective significance" condition report.

4.2 Nuclear Industry
The search revealed several (10) repeat equipment failures that could have been prevented with
improved implementation of corrective actions. Although, none of the examples was directly
on point with the programmatic implementation failures being assessed in this review, the D. C.
Cook NRC Manual Chapter 0350 shutdown in 1998 had many parallels. The immediate
problem was that the ice condenser was discovered to have numerous hardware issues that were
undetected and unresolved. Although the corrective action program identified many of the
individual issues prior to the shutdown, the collective significance of the problems was not
understood. D. C. Cook personnel did not determine that the ice condenser was not able to
function as designed until identified by the NRC. The root cause assessment indicated that one
of the root causes was a lack of corrective action process effectiveness.
Although the D. C. Cook ice condenser problem is obviously very different than the Davis
Besse RPV head degradation, there are some similarities. Both events were significant
hardware failures of a safety-related SSC that caused the respective plants to shutdown under an
NRC confirmatory action letter (NRC Manual Chapter 0350). In both causes, the one of the
root causes of the event was a corrective action program that failed to focus attention on the
problem. The D. C. Cook corrective action problem areas included:
"* Not identifying conditions adverse to quality
"* Failure to implement corrective actions
"* Ineffective corrective actions
"* Marginal ability to track and trend conditions
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Many of these problems are identified in the PR/CAP Report as requiring correction at Davis
Besse. The INPO "Principles for Effective Self-Assessment and Corrective Action Programs,"
December 1999, provides detailed guldance regarding the elements of an industry-standard
corrective action program. The principles were not adequately implemented at Davis Besse.

4.3 Conclusions
The focus of this evaluation is on the failure of the corrective action program to recognize that
there was a breakdown in implementation and to remediate the concerns identified in the
problem statement. There was ample' prior identification of these issues and this analysis
addresses the causes of the failure to ýorrect them earlier. The corrective actions for this
condition report go farther than previous preventive actions, in that the root causes address
cultural and management expectation issues.
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5.0 Root Cause Determination
"A managerfails in the long run if he does not strive to producepeople who can do his work
better than he has been doing it."
Ralph Besse 1905-2002
The CR-02-00891 Management Root Cause Analysis for the RPV head degradation event
concluded that one of the root causes of the problem was inadequate implementation of the
corrective action program (CAP). This Root Cause Team was chartered to analyze why the
corrective action process has not been adequately implemented at Davis-Besse. Seventy-one
condition reports documenting CAP-related issues were considered by the Team.
The Team considered the facts, conclusions and causal factors identified by the previous
analyses and then asked the question:
What were the primary reasons or causes (underthe control of management) of the
conditions that, if corrected,should have prevented the adverse conditionsfrom recurring?
After a careful analysis of the data, the Team determined that the reasons for the CAP failures
were most appropriately characterized by two root causes. These root causes address both the
underlying cultural issues at the site and the management factors that fostered those cultural
issues.

5.1 Root Causes
1. Less than adequateManagerialMethods - site personnelexhibited insufficient
awarenessof the impact ofconditions on safety and reliabilitp. The site-wide emphasis
of production over safety was manifested in a lack of self-critical and questioning
attitudes within the Davis-Besse organization. The majority of the actual performance
issues associated with the corrective action process (with a few exceptions) were identified
prior to the discovery of the RPV head corrosion. The collective significance of the
individual issues were not recognized and consequently were not elevated to a high enough
level in the organization to obtain management support for corrective actions.
"* Oversight reports and NQA audits identified similar performance problems in the area
of corrective actions at Davis-Besse over a period of several years. Many of these
problems were not assigned appropriately serious significance categories and not
promptly corrected. Some of these conditions were subsequently identified as the cause
of the RPV head corrosion.
" Instances where CAP inadequacies were identified by internal and external sources were
not critically measured against industry norms nor appropriately questioned to identify
and correct the source of those discrepancies.
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2. Less than adequateManagerialMethods - expectations regarding the CorrectiveAction
Program were not well defined or'understood. Past failures of Senior Management to
convey clear expectations in support of the CAP, establish' appropriate standards of
CAP performance, and align organizational goals within the Davis-Besse staff caused
a loss of organizational commitnient to the FENOC vision for the corrective action
process. The line organization directors and managers did not align their performance
standards consistent with the site dAP expectations. As a result, the resource loading and
planning functions were focused oh achieving standards that were not sufficient to ensure
that the corrective action process vas adequately supported and implemented.
"* The FENOC CAP process lacked commonality/consistency due to inadequate
commitment to common process initiatives. There have been four CAP common
process owners within the 2-year span ofNOP-LP-2001.
"• Alignment of expectations, standards and goals was not achieved, resulting in planning
and resource loading not beingi commensurate with workload. Work management
strategies were consequently employed resulting in shortcuts, delays or reduced quality
of corrective action tasks.
"* Lack of alignment between sites and among departments led to flexible standards and
disparate implementation of CAP activities. When weaknesses were identified, the
standards were not high enough to ensure that successful corrective actions were
specified and implemented by the owners of the respective CR's.
"

Management prioritization of (AP was low, resulting in deferral of funding for CREST
changes and lack of resources to remediate causal analysis deficiencies due to budgetary
constraints. No compensatory laction was considered in lieu of these deferred corrective
actions.

5.2 Contributing Cau es
1. Less than adequateManagerialMethods - site personnel were not held accountablefor
high qualift implementation of nmanv facets of the CorrectiveAction Program. Past
failure of plant management to enforce standards by holding personnel accountable
for completing CAP activities in accordance with the expectations of the existing
procedures. The implementation issues raised in the conditions reviewed in this analysis
fall into the same areas as the causal factors of CR 02-00891:
"* Low Categorization of Conditions
"* Less than Adequate Cause Determinations
"* Less than Adequate Corrective Actions
", Less than Adequate Trending
Line management did not take effective action to identify these deficiencies, or to direct
prompt corrective action when the problems were identified.
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2. Less than adequate Written Communication - Program/Process Weakness Although
the Condition Report process provides an adequate framework for identifying and
correcting adverse conditions, the large number of implementation issues shows that
the infrastructure is not adequately matched to user needs to assure successful
accomplishment of the process at Davis-Besse. NOP-LP-2001 and the Condition Report
Guideline do not provide a comprehensive set of instructions on a user-specific basis.
"* In order to use the procedures accurately and consistently, the user must be familiar with
the overall process and needs to extract the applicable activities from multiple
procedures, sections and attachments. A process flow chart of the procedures indicates
that the procedure design is not straightforward.
"* As delineated in the PR CAP Report, the infrastructure does not reflect state-of-the-art
industry practices.
3. Less than adequateChangeManagement - Risk and consequences associated with
change were not adequately assessed when revising the corrective action process from
the NG-NA-0702/Reference Guide/CATS system to the NOP/Guideline/CREST system
in 2001. The implementation of major changes in the corrective action process and the
FENOC common process initiative impacted performance.
"

Poor control of FENOC common processes implementation caused unrealistic project
milestones and ineffective conflict resolution methods. The corrective action process
was one of the first FENOC common processes. The three nuclear sites had difficulty
agreeing to a robust common process with the result that the sites had to develop site
specific guidelines to address the areas not included in the NOP-LP-2001 procedure.
Davis-Besse's guideline removed existing "tools" and communicated an optional tone
to the requirements residing in the Guideline. These factors placed stresses on the
corrective action program standards and provided the DB staff with excuses/incentive
for implementation inadequacies.

"

Root causal analysis was adversely affected when the root cause teams were dispersed
to line organizations without increased monitoring of the use of the assigned resource
and the quality being produced.
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6.0 Extent of Condition
The 71 condition reports underlying this Root Cause Analysis discuss failure to implement the
corrective action processes, weaknesses in the infrastructure that contribute to these problems
and the inability of the CAP owners (Quality Programs/Learning Organization) to resolve these
concerns. The causes identified in Section 5.0 could affect other administrative processes at
Davis-Besse. As delineated below, D vis-Besse is conducting reviews in accordance with the
Restart Readiness Plan to determine whether other hardware, functions, and programs have
been impacted by the causes that have led to the current shutdown.
The Davis-Besse Building Block PlanIs include reviews to assess the adequacy of systems,
organizations, and programs to support safe and reliable operation. The Management and
Human Performance Excellence Plan includes a series of reviews of functional areas
(organizations). These reviews include checks of whether:
"* there are clear lines of authority and responsibly within the organization;
"* staffing levels and resources are sufficient to handle assigned responsibilities;
"* individuals have a clear descriptioý of their assigned responsibilities;
"* individuals satisfy regulatory requirements and commitments for certification, qualification,
and experience;
"* the training of individuals is curreht;
"* programs within the responsibility of the organization have an individual who is assigned as
the owner;
I
"* there are effective methods for conmunicating safety information within the organization;
"* interfaces with other organizationsIare clearly defined;
"* corrective actions and improvements for the organization's findings within the last two
years have been effective;
"

the organization has appropriate performance indicators or other goals and objectives; and

"

the organization satisfies any other applicable regulatory requirements and commitments.

The Program Compliance Plan provides for a series of program reviews. These reviews
determine whether:
"* the interfaces with other programs or work groups are controlled;
"* the program appropriately implertents operating experience;
"* the program has an appropriate level of management involvement;
", the program has an owner who is properly qualified; and
"* the roles and responsibilities for program implementation are clearly defined and
appropriately implemented.
I
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As the primary issues of the CR 02-0-4884 evaluation were associated with Corrective Action
Program implementation, the causal factors and conclusions could potentially be applicable to
other stations and utilities. CAP program counterpart owners from the other FENOC sites were
included on this team to facilitate the experience transfer of the details and conclusions of this
review to other FENOC sites. A review of the CR databases for other FENOC sites did not
identify conditions where the level of management and cultural weaknesses similar to Davis
Besse appeared to be present. FENOC is conducting a team review at Perry to look for extent
of condition issues, while a similar effort is planned at Beaver Valley, if necessary. As an
additional common process improvement effort, FENOC has created a central common process
organization to provide for improved control of common processes such as the Corrective
Action Program.
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7.0 Recommnded Corrective
Actions
.
This section identifies corrective actions and actions to prevent recurrence of the problems, and
relates each of the root and contributing causes to the recommended corrective actions. The
recommended corrective actions are linked to the proposed Corrective Action Form (CAF)
numbers in CR 02-04884 for easy reference. The CAFs will implement the intent of the
recommendations after negotiation with the CAF owners. Numerous applicable corrective
actions are already being tracked throtugh CR 02-00891 and the Management and Human
Performance Improvement Plan (MHPIP). Recommended corrective actions for this condition
report are noted in Italics.

7.1 Corrective Actioný for Root Causes
There were two root and three contributing causes identified in the condition report. Davis
Besse has already structured corrective actions in CR 02-00891 to correct the problems
associated with safety culture on a site-wide basis. Many of these corrective actions are also
contained in the MHPIP.

7.1.1 Root Cause #1 Corrective Actions
Root cause #1:
1. Less than adequateManagerialMethods - site personnel exhibited insufficient
awarenessof the impact of conditionson safety and reliabilit: The site-wide emphasis of
production over safety was manifested in a lack of self-critical and questioning attitudes
within the Davis Besse organization'. The majority of the actual performance issues
associated with the corrective action process (with a few exceptions) were identified prior to the
discovery of the RPVH corrosion. The collective significance of the individual issues was not
recognized and consequently was not elevated to a high enough level in the organization to
obtain management support for corrective actions.
Corrective Actions:
These actions address the following areas: establish clear standards and expectations in nuclear
and industrial safety; change management's vision of success; and hold management
accountable for implementation of the new vision.

7.1.1.1 Establish clear nuclear and industrial safety policies:
The first step in implementing a change in safety culture is to establish and support clear and
unambiguous policies on nuclear and industrial safety at Davis Besse. The MHPIP Section 6.1
states that one of the stated objectives for improving safety culture at Davis-Besse is:
"Nuclear, radiological and personnel safety have the highest priority and take
precedence over other objectives, such as cost and production. Personnel feel free to
RootCaue
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raise safety concerns without fear of retaliation and concerns are investigated and
resolved in a timely manner."
Meeting these objectives will require aggressive cultural change to take place at Davis Besse.
New leadership that proactively establishes standards and expectations will foster this cultural
change. This change will be accomplished by:
CR-02-00891 CAF 75: Establish a FENOC-level policy emphasizing the station
industrial and nuclear safety philosophy. The policy should be incorporated into
procedures, guidelines, job descriptions and performance evaluations, as appropriate.
Policies and procedures should include both management and worker responsibility in
providing a safe work environment, personal protective equipment, training (including
SCWE attributes) and working safely. [Note: The recommendation of the [00891]
Team does not advocate a particular form that the policy may take, and in fact, the old
"policy book' could be eliminated in favor of an approach that is better connected
with
the Business Plan.]"
In order to ensure that the new FENOC industrial and nuclear safety policy is properly reflected
in the corrective action process, Performance Improvement should also:
Recommendation to be implemented by CAF 6: Incorporaterevised nuclearsafety
policies, as appropriateinto the Business Plan, NOP-LP-2001 and sub-tierprocedures,
guidelines, and reference documents; and include in the roles and responsibilitiesof the
PerformanceImprovement Managerand direct reports.
Recommendation to be implemented by CAF 8: Implement CorrectiveAction Program
focused criteriainto revised nuclearsafetyfocused management and supervisor
performance criteria. (The PerformanceImprovement Managerwill provideproposed
criteriafor considerationas tasked in CAF 7.)
Application of these new safety policies depends on a decision making process that considers
all risks. The MHPIP Section 6.3, addresses improvements in standards and decision-making,
and discusses the development of a FENOC Common Process to ensure safe decision-making.
This process is already under development as required by CAF 24 from CR 02-00891:
CR 02-00891 CAF 24: A standard process to ensure a safety oriented and methodical
approach to decision-making is under development. Applicable personnel will be
trained on the FENOC Decision-Making Model for improved safety focus and a
questioning attitude.
PI shall ensure that all CAP personnel who need training in this area will receive the
appropriate training.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 13: The Managerof PerformanceImprovement
(PI)identifies P1personnel who requireFENOCDecision-MakingModel trainingand
ensure that they attend the trainingclasses.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 14: Review the Decision-Making-Modelfor
potential impact on CAP trainingfor stationpersonnel who perform tasks relatedto the
evaluation andprocessingof condition reports (that are not in P1- e.g. CR Group
Coordinators).
The new decision-making process will be structured as stated in CAFs 62 and 83 of CR 02
00891. The process will focus on two primary areas; an operational decision-making process
Root Cause Analysis Report CR02-04884/5
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that includes hazard analysis and risk assessment; and implementation of a FENOC common
process that defines the hierarchy of documents and invokes policies for use of operating
experience. CR 02-00891 contains CAFs 59, 62 and 83 that implement these requirements.
CR 02-00891 CAF 59: Develop and implement the FENOC Hierarchy of Documents
for Davis-Besse to ensure conIistent policies and standards for analyses of safety issues,
similar to other FENOC plants.
The following items are to be considered from the MORT section on lack of hazard
I
analysis:
1. Establish policy for the use of external information that is specific enough for the user
to understand the following expectations:
When to seek the informatlon
*

Where to seek the information

*

How to determine the vali ity of the information

*

When and how to obtain review / approval of its use

*

How to maintain tracking of the information for future updating and use.
when to incorporate the in formation into existing station procedures.
W

2. Establish policy for internal operating experience information that will establish the
connection between the information
and the applicable process or program.
i
CR02-00891 CAF 62: a. Establish the FENOC operational/decision-making process at
Davis-Besse including hazard analyses.
As it relates to the hazard analysis the f6ollwingis to be addressed:
1. Establish policy that provides the expectations for performing hazard analysis,
including:
Definition of acceptable risk
When to perform hazard analysis. The concept of not only performing hazard analysis
after the decision to make a change to the facility has been made but also performing
analysis at the point of initiation for requesting a change (before the request is made).
Method for performing hazard, analysis not addressed in IOCFR50.59, including both
probability and consequence.
Qualification requirements fori preparer and reviewers of hazard analysis (outside
1OCFR50.59)
(Consider issuance of a FENO policy.)
2. Establish the necessary guideiines or other implementing instruction for performing
the hazard analysis addressed in t the hazard analysis addressed in the policy. The
guidelines should provide examaples of conditions/issues that warrant entry into hazard
analysis.
.
CR02-00891 CAF 83: Establish the FENOC decision-making process at Davis-Besse
including hazards analyses.
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As it relates to the hazard analysis the following is to be addressed:
1. Review station processes and procedures to determine if entry into hazard analysis
(including decision-making) is required.
2. Update processes and procedures determined to require performance of hazard
analysis to reference the applicable policy/guidelines for implementation. The guideline
should provide examples of issues that warrant entry into hazards analysis.
Performance Improvement will follow the new decision-making processes when they are
developed. In addition, P1 will further improve the CAP procedures to incorporate these
decision-making processes into the CAP where appropriate.
Recommendation to be implemented by CAF 28: A problem solving and decision
making process is under development as a common process, this is intended to provide
a safety orientedand methodical approach to decision making. Ensure that the new
decision-makingprocess is integratedwith the correctiveaction process.
Critical to effective methodical and conservative decision making is the committed exercise of
questioning attitudes and self-critical evaluation. Complex or numerous process variables can
increase administrative and training burdens and options, creating a narrow rule based
evaluation process rather than an open minded and probing resolution focus. A reduction of
some discretionary process variabilities will increase the importance and depth of evaluation of
lower level cause evaluations and will focus limited CR evaluation and corrective action
implementation resources to areas of highest impact and importance, increase the consistency
of problem evaluations, and encourage CR evaluators and owners to consider causes and
solutions beyond the obvious or superficial.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 23: Revise corrective actionprocedures to
replace the Basic Cause evaluation category with a more structuredApparent Cause
evaluation. Include more emphasis on the use of evaluativeprocesses to arrive at
apparentcause determinations and OperatingExperience and generic implication
reviews. (Under the new process, many of the currentApparent Cause assignments
would become "Fixes').
Recommendation implemented by CAF 24: Provideclarificationthrough case studies
that the significancecoding of CRs is directedat the specific problem and its
consequences, not the individualclassificationof the process, system, component, or
structure. (The cause evaluation technique should be driven by the level of analysis
requiredto correctly identify the causes.)
Recommendation implemented by CAF 25: Adopt a tiered corrective action
classificationapproach. One category would be Preventive, a second category would
be Corrective Action, and a third category of Other actions such as OE/EFRIRollover,
which are supportive to the causes but not corrective in nature. Corrective Actions will
be prioritizedand resourcedon their own merit.
Changing the safety policies and culture is a task for all levels of management at Davis Besse.
These CAFs should ensure that the new vision of success is clearly established and personnel
are trained in proper nuclear and industrial safety policies.
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7.1.1.2 Change management's vision of success:
The next step in the process is to change manage-ment's vision in the area of nuclear safety.
These changes will be implemented by replacing some managers and retraining many others.
Extensive changes have already been nade in the FENOC officers, directors and managers
responsible for Davis-Besse as required by the MHPIP. CR 02-00891 requires:
CR 02-00891 CAF 42: Extens ve changes have been made in the officers, directors, and
managers responsible for Davis-Besse, including establishment and appointment of a
new Chief Operating Officer 4xecutive Vice President, and Vice President of
Oversight; changes in the site Vice President; and changes in each of the directors.
These new individuals bring outside experience and high safety standards.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 9: "Extensive changes were made in FENOC
officers, directors,and managers responsiblefor Davis Besse as noted by 02-00891
CAF 42. This CAF is createdto administrativelydocument action taken for changes in
managementproviding an impetusfor a change in culture and values especially relative
to the implementation of the CorrectiveAction Program."
A new Manager of Performance Improvement with plant and regulatory experience was
assigned in July 2002 to provide program ownership and oversight. The Performance
Improvement organization has implemented a restructuring to reinforce program ownership
expectations. Compensatory augmentation was provided by outside mentors and corrective
action program experts to raise and reinforce standards of performance.
The new leadership shall be trained to ensure that they share the FENOC vision of operational
excellence and nuclear safety.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 10: Leadershiptrainingwill be revised to
include nuclearsafety focus. trainingincludes Foundationsfor Leadership that is one
of the initialsupervisorytrainingprograms and Leadership in Action trainingthat will
set standardson how the management team will be expected to conduct business.
Include conservative decision-makingandself-critical thinking concepts.
After installing and training a new manager for PI, the new maniager mustco'municiate within
the PI organization to ensure that charges in the new safety culture vision are being
internalized. CR 02-00891 requires: I
CR 02-00891 CAF 95: The FENOC COO determined that 4-C's (Compliments,
Communications, Concerns, and Assessment) meetings are part of the change to
reinforce the site safety culture. Formalize the meetings to meet on a periodic basis for
set period of time to allow personnel to discuss safety issues.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 11: ManagerPerformanceImprovement meet
with PerformanceImprovement staff and CR Coordinatorsto communicate
expectationsfor CAP progran,I ownership actions and, departmentalextensions of CAP
ownershipplans. Ensure that properfeedback is received and understood.
These corrective actions should change the safety culture at Davis Besse if implemented as
expected. However, management must be held accountable for the change in safety culture.
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7.1.1.3 Hold management accountable for implementation
One of the reasons why corrective actions have failed in the past is that people were not held
accountable for implementation. CR 02-00891 recognized this potential problem and clearly
required accountability and feedback. Aligning management performance incentives with safe
operations promotes accountability. CR 02-00891 requires:
CR 02-00891 CAF 74: Management incentives should be realigned to place more
reward for safety and same operation of the station when the management positions
reside at the station (e.g. Site VP and below). The distribution should be consistent
among all site positions.
Recommendation to be implemented by CAF 7: Develop proposedperformance
evaluation criteriafor implementation of the CorrectiveAction Program by key station
management andsupervisors. These criteria will be included as a subset of the overall
station managementevaluation criteria.
Feedback on safety culture change occurs when management gets out in the plant and routinely
observes the conduct of plant activities. CR 02-00891 requires management to develop a
program to conduct frequent field observations. The Management Field Observation Program
has been implemented for increased management presence in the field. CR 02-00891
implemented a field monitoring program under CAFs 22 and 45.
CR 02-00891 CAF 22: Develop and implement a program for increased presence of
management in the field both during outages and during normal operations to improve
management oversight. Formalization of this program is intended to look for degraded
conditions, open opportunities for coaching, and enforcement of management
expectations. This Management Field Observation Program with weekly schedules is to
be similar to the programs established at Perry and Beaver Valley.
CR 02-00891 CAF 45: A Management Monitoring Process will be implemented to
monitor and trend the performance of specific management oversight activities taken on
an individual basis. This will demonstrate the level of involvement and nuclear safety
focus of individual managers.
PI will ensure that the results of these monitoring activities are captured in CRs.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 12: Assure that the scope ofManagement
Observations regularly includes the coverage of CAP activities. This can be
accomplishedby adding a review of management observationsto trending indicator
protocols.
Site-wide accountability for implementation of the nuclear safety policy and standards will be
ensured as required by CR 02-00891:
CR 02-00891 CAF 41: Management will ensure standards of excellence are
communicated, and monitoring will ensure these standards are upheld at all levels. This
entails management behaviors, first line supervisor behaviors, and individual worker
behaviors. These standards will not only focus on behaviors, but also on the
expectations for manager involvement in station activities.
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7.1.1.4 Verify effectiveness of the change in safety culture
Verification of effectiveness is needed to ensure that the planned corrective actions have
prevented recurrence of the problems. The MHPIP has established an effectiveness verification
process using performance indicatorý and assessments to measure improvements in safety
culture. At the heart of this process i management monitoring of the change in culture.
CR 02-00891 CAF 96: Perfortm periodic Safety Conscious Work Environment Survey
and Assessments (Effectiveness Reviews) based on criteria and attributes derived from
NRC policy and guidance. Review survey results and take actions where necessary to
reinforce the site safety.
The responsibility for site-wide change begins with the individual but ultimately resides at the
senior management level. PI shall play an appropriate role in supporting the higher standards.
MHPIP Section 6.5 has established ap action to improve the Corrective Action Review Board
(CARB) by enforcing higher standars for cause evaluations and corrective actions. This
requirement was also contained in Ck 02-00891.
CR02-00891 CAF 49: The Corrective Action Review Board (CARB), which reviews
select corrective action document evaluations, will be used to enforce higher standards
for cause evaluations and effective corrective action. This board will be chaired by the
Plant Manager or another director level mdiviWdual Revise the CARB charter to indicate
that the Plant Manager or a Director level individual shall be the Chairman of the
CARB.
Peer checking provides resilient barriers to encourage thorough analysis and consideration of
alternate viewpoints. The Corrective Action Process is constructed specifically to provide for
various peer checks (i.e. CR Coordingtors). PI shall implement peer checking into the CAP
requirements as a method of reducing human errors.
Recommendation implementedby XAF20O: bevelop and implement standardsand
expectationsfor a section-level CorrectiveAction Programadvisor/subject matter
expert (e.g., CR Coordinator).Develop trainingand/orqualification requirements
consistent with the SATproce s to support the above objective.
In addition, positive incentives will shape behavior as the line organization begins to perform to
the new standards. Performance Improvement should consider the followinig recommended
corrective action.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 46: Expandpositive incentives in theform of
recognitionand/orreward to ,ersonnelwho perform CAP activities in an exemplary
manner. Include where possible in section or department level plans.
These corrective actions, if implemented properly, should significantly improve the site-wide
safety culture. Effective implementation requires a substantial commitment to change at all
levels of the organization.
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7.1.2 Root Cause #2 Corrective Actions
Root Cause #2:
Less than adequateManagerialMethod - expectations regardingthe CorrectiveAction
program were not well defined or understood: Past failures of Senior Management to
convey clear expectations in support of the CAP, establish appropriate standards of CAP
performance, and align organizational goals within the Davis-Besse staff caused a loss of
organizational commitment to the FENOC vision for the corrective action process. The
line organization directors and managers did not align their performance standards consistent
with the site CAP expectations. As a result, the resource loading and planning functions were
focused on achieving standards that were not sufficient to ensure that the corrective action
process was adequately supported and implemented.
Corrective Actions: One of the stated objectives of section 6.2 in the MHPIP is to address
initiatives to improve management performance:
"Managers are experienced, have high safety standards and are involved in directing and
overseeing plant activities."
The corrective actions to prevent recurrence of this problem are:
"* Set the standards and expectations
"* Communicate the standards and expectations
"* Plan and support the standards and expectations
"* Monitor effectiveness

7.1.2.1 Set the standards and expectations
The MHPIP Section 6.3 addresses actions to make improvements in standards and in decision
making. The stated objective is that:
"Decision-making and technical standards have a nuclear safety focus, have technical
rigor, account for operating experience and seek to correct problems rather than
justifying acceptance of the problems."
Actions are being taken to resolve these issues and to insure that personnel are provided with
technical standards and the proper decision-making. These include:
FENOC will establish written technical expectations for its technical staff to improve the safety
culture. For example, the Engineering Department has issued expectations for its technical
staff, including expectations for Nuclear Safety, Rigor, Compliance and Ownership. Data from
the CAP review groups and observation programs will be used to monitor effectiveness of these
standards. As stated previously, CR 02-00891 requires:
CR 02-00891 CAF 75: Establish a FENOC-level policy emphasizing the station
industrial and nuclear safety philosophy. The policy should be incorporated into
procedures, guidelines, job descriptions and performance evaluations, as appropriate.
Policies and procedures should include both management and worker responsibility in
providing a safe work environment, personal protective equipment, training (including
SCWE attributes) and working safely.
Root Cause Analysis Report CR02-0488415
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PI will ensure that the new standards and policies are internalized by all personnel and are
incorporated in the corrective action process.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 26: Establish a common set of standardsfor
managementpersonnelthat will stress the needfor management to communicate the
propersafety values and expectationsfor theirpersonnel and to personally observe and
measure theirperformance. Ensure that these standardsare applied to the
PerformanceImprovement Organizationand are appropriatelyreflected in a
CorrectiveAction Expectations Manual.
Once the new standards and policies have been established, the next step is to ensure that
management internalizes the new stanIdards and policies. CR 02-00891 requires an evaluation
of current management to ensure alignment.
CR 02-00891 CAF 105: Complete af -evaluationof the current Directors -and Managers
to ensure adequate alignment with emphasis on 1) Safety, 2) People, and 3) Reliability
prior to restart.
PI will monitor this site-wide alignmen1t process to ensure that each department is ready to
support the new standards and expectations in regards to the CAP.
Recommendation implementeo by CAF 30: While the PerformanceImprovement
organizationprovides resourcesforprogram administrationandprogrammatic
oversight; responsibilityfor implementation of the CorrectiveAction Programrestsfirst
with the line supervisorsand managers. The Senior Management Team will complete
an evaluation of current direclorsand managers to ensure adequatealignmentpriorto
restart. In addition, each department will rebaseline its standardsand expectations
priorto restart. The Senior"ManagementTeam will define the site CAP elements and
expectations, and assure departmentalignment through the aforementioned evaluation
process.
PI will also ensure that the CAP roles iand expectations are clearly defined by procedures. This
will bring the alignment process to thý personnel who must implement the corrective action
process.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 19: Define the position roles and
responsibilitiesof (sic)-Section CR Coordinatorswithin the CorrectiveAction Program
(CAP)process. Include an in-line review of Section CR 's andprovide guidance to
minimize conflictingproductionpriorities.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 20: Develop and implement standardsand
expectationsfor a Section level (Managerdirect report)Corrective Action Program
advisor/ subject matter expert (e.g. CR Coordinator). Develop trainingand/or
qualificationrequirements consistent with the SATprocess to support the above
objective.
Recommendation imlem nted by CAF 21: Mocfify CREST to recognize the CR
Coordinator.
Recommendation implemented by CAPM31: For all Depts not assigned a CR
Coordinator,PI work with those sections to develop their commitment to the CAP. For
those sections determine and implement those CAP improvement actions/resource
commitments that are needed to achieve CAP programgoalsfor their Section.
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One of the primary problems has been the misalignment in standards between NQA and Pl.
This misalignment has been the cause of a series of audit findings that have not been adequately
corrected. It is imperative that NQA and PI agree on realistic and executable standards for the
corrective action process prior to the next NQA audit.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 22: NQA has shifted to a Continuous
Assessment Process method ofproviding station andprogram oversight. Develop a
code of conductfor interface with NQA to ensure that Plfully understands oversight
standardsand that oversight is provided with insight as to CAP areasof vulnerability
and/oroversight need. Work with NQA to set high and achievableperformance
standards. Seek to align the standardswith the FENOCvision of operational
excellence.
These corrective actions should ensure that the right standards and expectations are established
at Davis Besse.

7.1.2.2 Communicate the standards and expectations
Once established, the new standards and expectations must be communicated to the personnel
who actually implement the corrective action process. These are the personnel in the line
organization who originate, evaluate and analyze CRs. Management will ensure that the new
standards are upheld for the site. CR 02-00891 requires:
CR 02-00891 CAF 44: Management will ensure standards of excellence are
communicated, and monitoring will ensure these standards are upheld at all levels. This
entails management behaviors, first line supervisor behaviors, and individual worker
behaviors. These standards will not only focus on behaviors, but also on the
expectations for manager involvement in station activities.
PI will ensure that the new standards and expectations for corrective actions are effectively
communicated to all personnel involved in the corrective action process.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 27: Develop a corrective actionperformance
expectations manual.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 32: Facilitatethe development of corrective
actionprogram implementation improvementplans and efforts within individual line
organizationsworking through the respective CR Coordinators.
These corrective actions should ensure that all personnel who are involved in the CAP would
understand the new standards and expectations. This should align the organization such that all
personnel understand the common goals and standards.

7.1.2.3 Plan and support the standards and expectations
Once the new standards are communicated, they must be internalized by the organization. This
requires that each individual commit to achieving the goal by planning for success. CR 02
00891 requires the following site-wide action.
CR 02-00891 CAFs 108 through 112: Rebaseline Standards and Expectations in the
[108 Plant/Station Department; 109 Quality Assurance Department; 110 Work
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Management Department; 111 Support Services Department; 112 Nuclear Engineering
Department] and issue policies/handbook stating the standards/expectations with
emphasis on lessons learned from this root cause evaluation.
PI shall support this effort by implementing the following corrective actions designed to ensure
effective planning and resource allocation.
Recommendation implemented by CAFs 52 through 63: Each section must reconsider
it's own commitment to the CAP. Each Section shall determine and implement those
CAP improvement actions/res~urcecommitments that are needed to achieve CAP
program goalsfor their Section. PerformanceImprovement will work with each section
Managerand section CR Group Coordinatorto provide recommended improvement
actions and support communications, briefings and other CAP improvement related
needs.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 33: Match station-wide CAPprogrammatic
requirementsandprocessingAeeds to baseline staffing and resourcesto support CAP
station responsibilitiesand to 'controlnormal CR evaluation andcorrective action
throughput. Alignment should include both line organizations(especiallythe role of the
CR Coordinators)as well as the P1 staff Organization. Include this resourcing
evaluation in section level CAP improvementplans. Provideadditionalresources
above the baselineto support the programchanges specified in the CAP improvement
plan, and to address the sign cant backlog/surgeactivities caused by current events at
Davis-Besse.
Planning for success is crucial to the effective implementation of the corrective actions.
Planning
includes
allocation,
schedulingthey
andshould
goal setting.
Once the goals
have been
agreed upon
by all resource
stakeholders
and eitablished,
be implemented
with adequate
planning to ensure success.

.

7.1.2.4 Monitor effectivene~s
Monitoring the effectiveness of the plans provides the feedback required for effective
implementation. CR 02-00891 requires:
CR 02-00891 CAF 45: A Management Monitoring Process will be implemented to
monitor and trend the performance of specific management oversight activities taken on
an individual basis. This will demonstrate the level of involvement and nuclear safety
focus of individual managers.
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7.2 Corrective Actions for Contributing Causes
Contributing Cause #1:
Less than adequateManagcerialMethods - site personnel were not held accountable for high
quality implementationof many facets of the CorrectiveAction Program:Past failure of
plant management to enforce standards by holding personnel accountable for completing
CAP activities in accordance with the expectations of the existing procedures. The
implementation issues raised in the conditions reviewed in this analysis fall into the same areas
as the causal factors of CR 02-00891:
"* Low Categorization of Conditions
"* Less than Adequate Cause Determinations
"* Less than Adequate Corrective Actions
"• Less than Adequate Trending
Line management did not take effective action to identify these deficiencies, or direct prompt
corrective action when the problems were identified.

7.2.1 Contributing Cause #1 Corrective Actions
Holding personnel accountable for following procedures and meeting standards is an important
corrective action. As part of the comprehensive Management & Human Performance
Improvement Plan, FENOC is acting to improve procedure compliance. Section 6.5 of the Plan
has the following objective for programs, corrective action and procedure adherence:
"Programs comply with NRC regulations, incorporate applicable operating experience,
and are effectively implemented. Adverse conditions (including adverse trends) are
promptly identified and documented. The root causes of significant conditions adverse
to quality are identified, actions are taken to preclude recurrence of the conditions, and
the preventive actions are effective. Personnel comply with procedures as written, or
obtain proper revisions as needed."
Site management has taken a number of actions to reinforce procedural compliance and
accountability. One of the actions required by CR 02-00891 is:
CR 02-00891 CAF 103: Revise the Morning Management Communications and
Teamwork Meeting agenda to regularly discuss procedural compliance at the MCTM
meetings.
Performance Improvement should take the following action to ensure personnel are aware of
FENOC's standards for procedure compliance, and that management ensures that these
standards are met.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 35: The needfor procedurecompliance will be
discussed regularlyat the morning meetings of managers. The MTCM is a natural
forum for the discussion of expectations that are not being met. Performance
Improvement representativesprovidefeedback to the station as appropriate. PI develop
the CAP communicationplan to provideprogrammaticcommunications andfeedback
to support the above objective.
Rouut Cause Analysis Report
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Accountability is enforced through mnIagement observation of activities. CR 02-00891
requires station management to become proactive in monitoring Site-wide procedural
compliance.
CR02-00891 CAF 22: Develoi and implement a program for increased presence of
management in the field both during outages and during normal operations to improve
management oversight. Formalization of this program is intended to look for degraded
conditions, open opportunities for coaching, and enforcement of management
expectations. This Management Field Observation Program with weekly schedules is to
be similar to the programs established at Perry and Beaver Valley.
CR02-00891 CAF 45: A Management Monitoring Process will be implemented to
monitor and trend the performance of specific management oversight activities taken on
an individual basis. This will demonstrate the level of involvement and nuclear safety
focus of individual managers.
CR 02-00891 also requires a site-wide review of the program scope and compliance by outside
consultants.
CR 02-00891 CAF 47: The Pr~gram Compliance Plan includes a detailed review of the
Corrective Action Program by outside consultants. The Program Compliance Review
includes a detailed latent issues review of the CAP. Complete program review and
implement changes as approved by the DB Senior Management Team.
The PR/CAP Review was completed uinder the requirements of the Program Compliance Plan.
This CR (CR 02-04884) was generated in response to the Program Compliance Review.
Performance Improvement will monitor procedural compliance by establishing performance
indicators to measure and trend this ai-ea.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 36: FENOCwill use performance indicatorsto
measure improvements in pro.durecompliance. This will be accomplished by tracking
CRs writtenforfailure to follow procedures. Performance in the area ofprocedure
compliance will also be measuredthrough assessmentsfrom QualityAssurance audits
and surveillances. Davis Besse will also perform semiannualevaluations using the
human performance evaluatiom system (HPES)techniques to determine the causes of
procedure noncomplianceand to develop actions to improve performance.Performance
Improvement ensure that the clrrective action self-assessmentprogram reflects
requirementfor human perfornance evaluationsofprocedure non-compliance events to
support the above objective.
Personnel need to be knowledgeable of procedural and program requirements in order to be
successful in their implementation. Familiarization and training provide the entry-level
requirements for establishing and measuring minimum proficiency. Supervisory instruction
and mentoring provide a method for reinforcing desirable behavior and correcting undesirable
or incorrect behavior. Supervisor knowledge of procedural and program requirements is an
essential cornerstone of this effort. Performance Improvement should invest heavily in the
training of staff and line personnel wleo use the corrective action process.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 37: Establishstandardsand trainingfor
personnelinvolved with the cdrrectiveaction process. Conduct a needs analysisfor
trainingrequirements to support the PerformanceImprovement Staff, CR Coordinators
and otherpersonnelwho are iequired to implement the corrective actionprocess.
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Establish standardsand trainingprograms to address the needs analysis bothfor initial
and continuingproficiency in the use of the corrective actionprocess.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 38: Includefollow-on Case Study trainingin
PerformanceImprovement communicationsplan objectives and as identified in the CAP
trainingneeds analysis to reinforce standardsand expectationsfor procedure
compliance, the needfor work-practicerigor,and the potentialconsequences of a
failure to do so.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 15: Conduct case study trainingfor Condition
Report (CR) Coordinatorsandfor managers to communicate the results of this (CR 02
04884 and 02-04885) root cause analysis.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 16: Establish Case Study trainingin the
ongoing trainingcriteriato discuss standardsand expectations, standardsof conduct
and CR contentfor CR Coordinators,evaluators, supervisorsand managers.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 34: The PerformanceImprovement
organizationstaff should receive appropriatedirectionand instruction on the use of the
FENOCProcedureChange Processand the Commitment TrackingDatabase (TERMS).
(Failureto properlyfollow the ProcedureChange Processwas the basic cause of CR
02-04885).
Recommendation implemented by CAF 43: Include communications and briefings into
the CAP communicationsplan (7 .2 .1.a.ii.(1)), to discuss the errorsfound occurringin
processingissues through the CAP. Briefings shouldprovide a mechanismfor user
feedback to discuss their challenges andproblems with the system.
Feedback to CR originators provides an opportunity for the originator to confirm that the
correct issue was addressed and resolved, as well as providing information to the originator for
the understanding of conditions adverse to quality. Feedback to evaluators for root cause
evaluations is provided directly in the Corrective Action Review Board (CARB). The
importance of this key activity was acknowledged in CR 02-00891, which requires:
CR 02-00891 CAF 49: The CARB, which reviews select corrective action document
evaluations, will be used to enforce higher standards for cause evaluations and effective
corrective action. This board will be chaired by the Plant Manager or another director
level individual. Revise the CARB charter to indicate that the Plant Manager or a
Director level individual shall be the Chairman of the CARB.
Robust performance indicators that accurately characterize the performance of the corrective
action process site-wide should augment this effort. Performance Improvement should
implement the following recommendation.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 44: Provide a method (weekly performance
indicators)for ongoingperiodic management monitoringof the results of effectiveness
reviews.
The results of the performance indicators should be communicated throughout the organization.
CR reviewing organizations and individuals such as CR Coordinators, the MRB, Condition
Owner, and CARB should provide feedback, both positive and negative, to the individuals
whose work is being critiqued. Performance Improvement should also augment these present
efforts by clarifying the role of the CR Coordinator:
Roo .as
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Recommendation implemented by CAF 39: Modify NOP-LP-200I (or CREST) to direct
that if CR initiatorsare availablethat they be provided the opportunityto receive
feedback upon CR evaluation approvalof actions taken relative to the CR, which they
initiated.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 40: Include in CR Coordinatorresponsibilities
direction to providefeedback to evaluatorswithin their respective organizations.
When taken in aggregate, these action~s should effectively promote site-wide accountability for
correct action procedural compliance.'
Within contributing cause #1, there were four conditions that were previously identified by CR
02-00891 as root causes for the RPV head degradation. Corrective actions should be
implemented to ensure these problem: do not recur.
Corrective Actions for Improper Categorization of Condition Reports:
Mechanistic classification and evalua ion of conditions has eroded the questioning attitude and
self-critical thinking applied to some CR's. Some SCAQs are over classified in order to
achieve extent of condition or collective significance, when the condition does not warrant a
rigorous root cause. Conversely, some NCAQs were historicailly ruiderclassified to provide
flexibility in the resolution of conditions. Corrective actions are often classified as
enhancements to facilitate acceptance and ease extension approvals. In order to facilitate and
reinforce application of critical questioning while discouraging superficial analyses and
channeled thinking, resource expenditures should be refocused to the issues of greatest
importance or risk significance. CR 62-00891 requires:
CR 02-00891 CAF 50: Review and revise, as necessary, the criteria for CR
categorization of repeat equipment failures to ensure they are appropriately categorized
and utilized by station personal. These criteria should be sufficient to elevate repeat
Condition Adverse to Quality (CAQ) failure CRs to a Significant Condition Adverse to
Quality (SCAQ) categorizatioh, which requires utilizing of a higher evaluation method.
Repeat conditions are to be treated as SCAQs.
Concurrently with the implementation of this CAF, a review should be conducted of long
standing unresolved issues. This is presently required under CR 02-00891:
CR 02-00891 CAF 51: Reviev r open existing long-standing/recurring issues for
potential nuclear safety-related concerns and initiate SCAQ CRs for each issue
identified. If any SCAQ issues are discovered, use root cause evaluation techniques to
obtain resolution of the issues.'I
CR02-00891 CAF 78: Provide periodic assessments of the CR categorization and CR
evaluation methods assigned to determine if the site is categorizing conditions
appropriately. Minimal numbers of basic and root causes could be indicators of
inappropriate standards. Develop Performance Indicators to trend data.
Performance Improvement should implement these CAFs as stated to ensure that past problems
of low CR significance characterizatiOn is eliminated. In addition, PI should also continue to
emphasize accurate significance classification at MRB.
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Recommendation implemented by CAF 41: Emphasize in the NOP, managers' and
supervisors' responsibility to be adequatelypreparedto discuss their CR's at the MRB
such that accurate categoriesand due dates can be assigned.
Significance determination (categorization) has been often linked in the past to the desired
commitment of resources required to conduct generic implication evaluations or cause
determinations. The categorization of CRs should be conducted exclusively on the risk or
safety significance of the adverse condition. PI should consider changing the requirements for
conducting a generic implication review to preclude misclassification of significance
determinations.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 42 / CR02-00891 CAF 80: Revise NOP-LP
2001 and the CAP Guidelineto requirea generic implication reviewfor basic cause
(until eliminated)analyses, andprovide appropriategeneric implicationrequirements
for the upgradedapparentcause technique.
Corrective Actions for Less than Adequate Cause Analysis:
The key element in these changes is to ensure that causal determinations are conducted
correctly and appropriately. A causal determination that shortcuts the process and arrives at an
incorrect solution is detrimental to the corrective action program. It is better to omit a causal
factor determination than to abbreviate the process and arrive at a misleading answer, as has
been the case in the past. By eliminating basic cause determinations, the following alignment
should be achieved:
"* SCAQs should require a root cause determination and corrective actions to prevent
recurrence,
"* CAQs should require a more robust apparent cause determination and actions to correct the
adverse condition.
"* NCAQs should not require causal determination and may be corrected as appropriate.
Basic cause determinations are recommended for elimination under this proposed alignment.
Apparent cause determinations are conducted in a more structured and robust manner to ensure
the quality of the apparent cause. Additional communication and training shall reinforce self
critical and questioning attitude behaviors on a site-wide level as required by CR 02-00891.
CR02-00891 CAF 49: The Corrective Action Review Board (CARB), which reviews
select corrective action document evaluations, will be used to enforce higher standards
for cause evaluations and effective corrective action. This board will be chaired by the
Plant Manager or another director level individual. Revise the CARB charter to indicate
that the Plant Manager or a Director level individual shall be the Chairman of the
CARB.
CR 02-00891 CAF 53: Define and implement training requirements necessary for cause
evaluations, especially for equipment analysis.
CR 02-00891 CAF 82: Define and implement training on evaluation (basic and apparent
cause evaluation) techniques associated with equipment problem analysis to heighten
expertise in this analysis area.
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CR 02-00891 CAF 85: Provide specific training (such asroo6t cause training,
effectiveness reviews) for CAkB members.
CR 02-00891 CAF 99: Develop and implement apparent cause training. (Suggestion is
a one or two day problem solving class.) Obtain upper management approval of
curriculum. Perform training for all personnel that perform apparent cause evaluations.
(Personnel that have completed root cause training should be exempted.)
These corrective actions are extensive and should prevent recurrence of the causal
determination problems if implemented effectively. Performance Improvement should augment
these corrective actions by implementing the following CAFs:
Recommendation implemented by CAF 17: Conduct root cause trainingfor
CARB/CARG members, CR Coordinatorsand additionalpersonnelas determinedby
the results of a needs analysis.IComplete incumbent qualificationand experience
reviews for cause evaluators,CR Coordinators,and additionalpersonnel and
remediateas identified through
the CAP TrainingNeeds Analysis.
I
Recommendation implemented by CAF 18: Verify CARG (compensatory measure)
charteraddressestrainingand qualificationrequirementsfor CARG members.
In addition to the actions above, thereý are several other corrective actions required under CR
02-00891 that should remediate the problems with causal determinations. Several of these
actions may require specific changes to the CAP procedures.
CR02-00891 CAF 101: Provide root cause evaluation teams with a formal charter of
expectations.
CR02-00891 CAF 52: Require the use of formal cause determination techniques for root
and basic cause evaluations tolensure analytical rigor is applied to the analysis (i.e.,
revise CAP Guideline). A tiered approach to the number and type of techniques applied
should be considered.
CR 02-00891 CAF 81: Develop and implement a formal systematic approach for
collective significance reviews.
Performance Improvement shall impl ment these actions as stated.
Monitoring the site-wide improvement in causal factor determination shall be conducted as
prescribed under CR 02-00891.
CR 02-00891 CAF 54: Provide/proceduralize periodic independent reviews and self
assessments of apparent cause evaluations, and recommend changes as appropriate, to
provide assurance of the quality of these evaluations.
These actions should prevent recurrenice of inaccurate causal factors determinations in the
future.
Corrective Actions for Less than Adeqiuate Corrective Actions:
One of the key problems identified in CR 02-00891 was ineffective corrective action. The
earlier sections of this report have identified site-wide CAP corrective actions that will establish
adequate safety policies and implemeiit a conservative decision-making process. Formulation
of effective corrective action requires ran understanding of the specific problem and the CAP
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process. The current system of multiple corrective action categories has proved to be confusing
to the personnel in the line organization who must assign CAFs. The categorization of
corrective actions should be simplified to promote consistency. Performance Improvement
should:
Recommendation implemented by CAF 25: Adopt a tieredcorrective action
classificationapproach. One category would be Preventive, a second category would
be CorrectiveAction, and a third category of Otheractions such as OE/EFR/Rollover,
which aresupportive to the causes but not corrective in nature. CorrectiveActions will
be prioritizedand resourcedon their own merit.
CR 02-00891 CAF 56: Revise the CAP Guideline to require the use of the Safety
Precedence Sequence (Step 6 of Root Cause Analyses Reference Guide/Attachment 13
of D-B Condition Report Process Guideline) for root cause and basic cause analyses.
(until replaced by improved apparentcause evaluations). This step shall require the
Safety Precedence Sequence for each corrective action.
Formulation of effective corrective action ultimately depends on the understanding of the nature
of the failure. Critical thinking and a questioning attitude foster the formulation and
implementation of effective corrective action. Safety culture is also a key component to this
area. These problems are addressed in other parts of this section.
Corrective Actions for Less than Adequate Trending:
Trending adverse conditions provides management with key performance indicators that can
identify significant conditions adverse to quality as they develop. In the past, trending has been
relatively ineffective. CR 02-00891 requires a robust trending program that will highlight
problems as they develop rather than waiting until they are self-revealed.
CR 02-00891 CAF 57: Develop and implement a site wide equipment trending
program. This program should define what is to be trended periodically (e.g. vendor,
failure mode, failure mechanism, environmental, material issues).
CR 02-00891 CAF 97: Review the Equipment Trending Program with emphasis on
identifying repeat issues for elevating CR categorization/evaluation level or initiation of
CRs when adverse trends are identified.
CR 02-00891 CAF 58: Revise the trending program to require performance of trending
of issues that occur only during outages. (e.g. boric acid found on reactor head in
1ORFO, 11 RFO and 12RFO) to provide management with an understanding of on-going
outage related issues.
Performance Improvement will implement these CAFs and should augment the site-wide
trending effort by implementing the following additional corrective actions:
Recommendation implemented by CAF 45: Revise the performance indicatorsfor the
CAP and CARB performancebased on comparison to otherfacilityprograms.Select
performance indicatorsfor the CAP that accurately reflect performance at the
Department level
These corrective actions should prevent recurrence of the trending problems identified in CR
02-00891 and the PR/CAP Report.
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7.2.2 Contributing Cause #2 Corrective Actions
Less than adequate Written Communication- ProgramProcess Weakness: Although the
Condition Report process provides an adequate framework for identifying and correcting
adverse conditions, the large number of implementation issues shows that the
infrastructure is not adequately matched to user needs to assure successful
accomplishment of the process at Davis-Besse. NOP-LP-2001 and the Condition Report
Guideline do not provide a comprehensive
set of instructions on a user-specific basis.
I
Corrective Actions:
The CR 02-00891 Management and Human Performance Root Cause Report and the PR/CAP
Report provide a number of directed changes to the written CAP procedures. CR 02-04885
addressed most of these specific procedure changes and will not be repeated here. In order to
ensure that the changes made to the CAP procedures are in accordance with best practices and
industry standards, the following corrective, actions were directed by CR 02-00891.
CR 02-00891 CAF 47: The Program Compliance Plan includes a detailed review of the
Corrective Action Program bý outside consultants. The Program Compliance Review
includes a detailed latent issues review of the CAP. Complete program review and
implement changes as approved by the DB Senior Management Team.
CR 02-00891 CAF 63: a. Review, benchmark and revise the NOP and Corrective
Action Program Guideline against industry standards.
Performance Improvement will implement these CAFs and augment the corrective actions by
implementing the following recommdndationfs.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 29: The PR/CAPprovided a level of
comparison to requirements and written 1NPO industryprogram characteristics.
Additionally, the evaluation of CR 02-04885provided an administrativecomparison
against CAPproceduresfrom' two otherstations. Follow up with a complete
benchmarking of both CAP to reinforce the CAP RestartImprovement Plan activities
and to assist with the transitionfrom CREST to SAP.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 47: In conjunction with NOP and Guideline
changes requiredby CR 02-04885 and this CR (02-04884), provide logicalgroupings of
user-specificinstructions to the extentpracticable.
These corrective actions, when taken together with the CAFs in CR 02-04885 should prevent
recurrence of the problems by implementing an industry standard CAP program.
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7.2.3 Contributing Cause #3 Corrective Actions
Less than adequate ChangeManagement: Risk and consequences associated with change
were not adequately assessed when revising the corrective action process from the NG
NA-0702/Reference Guide/CATS system to the NOP/Guideline/CREST system in 2001.
The implementation of major changes in the corrective action process and the FENOC common
process initiative impacted performance.
Corrective Actions:
The effect of frequent multiple changes on the CAP was a contributing cause of the adverse
conditions cited in CR 02-00891 and the RP/CAP report. Change management of the CAP was
not adequately executed in the past. In order to prevent this problem from recurring the
following corrective actions should be considered.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 48: Develop a FENOCpolicy and
implementing instructionsto guide the organizationthrough changes to the Common
Process. The policy should stress management's commitment to Common Processes
and addressdefined methodsfor timely change management and issue resolution,
especially with respect to areas where consensus is not achieved between the FENOC
sites. Additionally,for significantchanges, dedicatedstaff resources should be
assignedfor the team reportingto the Common Processsponsor, and not as collateral
duty assignments.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 49: Require the common process owner to
submit and the ProcessSteering Committee to approve a change managementplanfor
implementation of common processes identifying the impact on of changes on individual
station commitments, processingand staffing needs and other resources.
Recommendation implemented by CAF 50: Provide an interfacingnote to remind
procedureowners to reviewfor Change Management Plan needs that conform to
existing sitepolicies to be included in the procedure changepackagefor significant
changes.
When taken in conjunction with changes in the safety culture, CAP procedures and alignment
of standards and expectations, the management of these sweeping changes becomes even more
significant. The introduction of SAP to replace CREST in addition to the required changes
currently being directed or recommended makes proper change management one of the key
determining factors for future success.
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Corrective Action Program Reference Guide, Revision 9, dated5/15/01
CR 01-0677

Technical Evaluation Documentation Adequacy Collective Significance, dated
1
3/8/01

CR 01-2028

Collective Significanc4 Review of Late CR Evaluations or Corrective Actions,
dated 8/8/01

CR 01-2183

CARB Basic Cause ReJect Rate has Increased, dated 8/23/01

CR 01-2962

Ineffective Corrective Actions for CR Program Deficiencies, dated 10/31/01

CR 01-2994

INPO 2001 Plant EvalIations, AFI SE 1-3, dated 11/6/01

CR 01-3156

Recommend Analysis of CR Data, dated 11/27/01
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Concerns Regarding the Timeliness of Evaluations for Process Related CRs,
dated 11/27/01

Davis-Besse Condition Report Process Programmatic Guideline, dated 1/23/01
Davis-Besse Management & Human Performance Improvement Plan, dated 9/5/02
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, dorrective Action Program (CAP) Program Review, date
9/02
FENOC Condition Report Process, Revision 01
FENOC Nuclear Operating Procedure, NOP-LP-2001, dated 12/15/00
FENOC Root Cause Analysis Reference Guide, Revision 3 (Not Dated)
NG-NA-00305, Revision 02, Operating Experience Assessment Procedure, dated 2,19,99
NA-NA-00702, Revision 02, Corrective Action Program, dated 10/7/98
NG-NA-0071 1, Revision 02, Quality Trending Procedure, dated 1/10/01
INPO Principles for Effective Self-Assessment and Corrective Action Programs, dated 12/99
Davis-Besse Cause Analysis Review droup (CARG) Charter
Davis-Besse Corrective Action Review Board (CARB) Charter, Revision 02, dated 10/2/01
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Tiend Code Guide, dated 12/28/01
Davis-Besse Quality Assessment Audit Report AR-00-CORAC-01, dated 7/6/00
Davis-Besse Nuclear Quality Assessment Report AR-0 1-REGAF-0 1, dated 11/26/01
Davis Besse Nuclear Quality Assessnment Audit Report AR-01-OPSNF-01, dated 12/6/01
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Davis Besse Nuclear Quality Assessment Audit Report AR-02-OUTAG-01, dated 5/31/02
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 1/26/96
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 4/1/96
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 8/14/96
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 5/6/97
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 11/26/97
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 6/7/99
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 10/15/99
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 5/25/00
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 11/30/00
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 2/19/01
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 6/30/01
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 11/10/01
Davis-Besse Site Organization Matrix, dated 6/12/02
NRC Bulletin 2001-01, Circumferential Cracking of Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Penetration
Nozzles
NRC Bulletin 2002-01, Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Degradation and Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary Integrity, 3/18/02
NRC Bulletin 2002-02, Reactor Pressure Vessel Head and Vessel Head Penetration Nozzle
Inspection Programs, dated 8/9/02
NRC Generic Letter (GL) 97-01, Degradation of Control Rod Drive Mechanism Nozzle and
Other Vessel Closure Head Penetrations, dated 4/1/97
NRC Information Notice 2001-05, Through-Wall Circumferential Cracking of Reactor Pressure
Vessel Head Control Rod Drive Mechanism Penetration Nozzles at Oconee nuclear Station,
Unit 3, dated 4/30/01
NRC Information Notice 2002-11, Recent Experience with Degradation of Reactor Pressure
Vessel Head, dated 3/12/02
NRC Information Notice 2002-13, Possible Indicators of Ongoing Reactor Pressure Vessel
Head Degradation, dated 4/4/02
Industry OE Reports potentially applicable to Corrective Action Program failures:
"* SEN 143, Reactor scram with slow transfer of off-site power results in temporary loss of
control rod position indication
"* SEN 169, Recurring event, operating mechanism problems in 4, 160-volt circuit
breakers
"* SEN 179, Long-standing design weaknesses and ineffective corrective actions cause gas
binding failures of high head safety injection pumps
"* SEN 200, Low condenser vacuum manual scram due to waterbox air entrapment
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"* SEN 210 Reactor scram caused by rapid injection of cold feedwater
"* SER 4-02, Recurring events: Plectrical workers severely injured while performing
maintenance on medium-voltage switchgear (4-kv to 13kv)
"* SER 4-97, Incorrect use of emergency operating procedures during a potential
anticipated transient without ýcram
"* SER 8-97, Switchyard circuit breaker failure results in motoring main generator
"* Calvert Cliffs NRC Inspection 2001-09, Corrective Action Program
"* Beaver Valley Power Station NRC Inspection 2001-08
Plant Engineering Policy, Policy 4umber PE-I7, Revision 01, Trending'
Root Cause Analysis Report, CR 00-1584 - Condition Report Program Implementation
Deficiencies, dated 9/22/00
.
Root Cause Analysis Report, CR 0 -2967 - Condition Report Cause Analysis Deficiencies,
dated 1/4/02
Root Cause Analysis Report (Ma agement), CR 02-0891 - Failure to Identify Significant
Degradation of the Reactor Pressure Vessel Head, dated 8/12/02
Root Cause Analysis Report (Technical), CR 02-0891 - Failure to Identify Significant
Degradation of the Reactor Pressure Vessel Head, dated 4/17/02

Personnel contacted:
A total of 27 personnel involved with the CAP process were interviewed for this root cause
report. In addition, the Manager, Performance Improvement and the Director, Support Services
were contacted.

Methodologies employed:

..

"* Events and Causal Factors (E&CF) Chart (Attachment 4)
"* Barrier Analysis
"* Change Analysis
"• Affinity Analysis
"* Collective Significance Analysis
"* Failure Mode Analysis using the PIP formal analysis process (Attachments 6, 7 & 8)
"* Validated the root causes and contributing factors using the "why staircase" technique
"* Coded the root and contributing causes using the HPES trend codes
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Acronyms
BA

Boric Acid

BACC

Boric Acid Corrosion Control

B&W

Babcock & Wilcox

B&WOG

Babcock & Wilcox Owners Group

BWOG

Babcock & Wilcox Owners Group

BRW

General Electric Boiling Water Reactor

CAC

Containment Air Coolers

CAF

Corrective Action Form

CAQ

Condition Adverse to Quality

CATPR

Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence

CAP PR

Corrective Action Program, Program Compliance Review

CAP

Corrective Action Program

CARB

Corrective Action Review Board

CARG

Corrective Action Review Group

CATS

Corrective Action Tracking System

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

CNRB

Company Nuclear Review Board

COO

Chief Operating Officer

CR

Condition Report

CRDM

Control Rod Drive Mechanism

CREST

Condition Report Evaluation & Status Tracking

CTMT

Containment

DBAT

Davis-Besse Action Tracking System

DBNPS

Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station

EAB

Engineering Assessment Board

E&CF

Event and Causal Factor

FENOC

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company

GET

General Employee Training

GE BWR

General Electric Boiling Water Reactor

GL

NRC Generic Letter
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HPES

Human Performance Evaluation System

IN

NRC Information Notice

INPO

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

ISEG

Independent Safety Evaluation Group

ISI

Inservice Inspection

KSA

Knowledge, skills and Iability

MCTM

Management Communication & Teamwork Meeting

MHPIP

Management & Human Performance Improvement Plan

MORT

Management Oversight and Risk Tree

MRB

Management Review Aoard

NCAQ

Condition Not Adverse to
to Quality

NDE

Non-Destructive Examination

NQA

Nuclear Quality Assurance

NRC

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

O&P
OE

Organization & Programmatic
Operating Experience I

OPIC

Organization & Progra~m Interface Chart

OPS

Operations Department

PCAQ

Potential Condition Adverse to Quality

PCAQR

Potential Condition Adverse to Quality Report

PI

Performance Improveient Organization

PI

Performance Indicator

PH

Performance Improvement International, LLC®

PR/CAP

Corrective Action Program, Program Compliance Review

PWR

Pressurized Water ReaIctor

PWSCC

Primary Water Stress dorrosion Cracking

QA

Quality Assurance

QAPM

Quality Assurance Program Manual

RAD

Radiation Detector

RCS

Reactor Coolant System

RFO

Refueling Outage

RPV

Reactor Pressure Vessel

PRVH

Reactor Pressure Vessel Closure Head
RootCaue
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RV

Reactor Vessel

SAT

Systems Approach to Training

SCAQ

Significant Condition Adverse to Quality

SCWE

Safety Conscious Work Environment

SRB

Station Review Board

SRO

Senior Reactor Operator

SVP

Station Vice President

TERMS

Toledo Edison Regulatory Management System

USAR

Updated Safety Analysis Report

USNRC

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

VHP

Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Penetration

VP

Vice President

VT

Visual Examination

WANO

World Association of Nuclear Operators

1OCFR50

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10 - Energy, Part 50
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Attachments
1. CAP Issues Matrix
2. Chronological Timeline (Narrative) of Events
3. Timeline of Events Chart
4. Events and Causal Factors Chart
5. Barrier Analysis Charts
6. Organizational and Program Interface Chart Stream Analysis
7. Organizational and Program Diagnostic Chart
8. Management Ineffectiveness or Errors Failure Mode Chart
9. Interview Participants and Question Survey Results
10. Corrective Action Guideline Analysis of Deficiencies
11. Corrective Action Guideline 1low Chart
12. Collective Significance Analysis Results
13. Corrective Actions Referenced from CR 02-00891
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Attachment 1
Page 1 of 1

This page is provided for place keeping.
Attachment 1,
"CAP Issues Matrix",

is available separately as an MS Excel@ spreadsheet for review purposes as part of
Attachment 1, "CAP Issues Matrix", Tab 1

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program
Imnrovement
PlanI
I
02.008911

Master CR List

I

Condition
Report

__

CAT

Item
Number

Issue
nadequate guidance tor pertormance
affectiveness reviews. i.e.
Effectiveness reviews verify individual
CAs are done, not that the problem
Nas fixed.Note: The cause analysis of
his CR was not completely
acceptable. As a result CR02-06300
was generated. Also, the PR/CAP
tearn identified weaknesses in the
effectiveness review process and
ssued CR02-03675.

Cause

Functional Barrier

9-

Infrastructure

6.2.2

Root Cause Analysis for CR 02
)0891did not comply with NOP or
3uideline, cause was poor quality (in
May 2002), RCA did not investigate
neffective CR 1998-0020, RC-2 issue.

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
Category

1 of 574

4884
CAF

extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
, corrective action was processed to revise
ie NOP to require the completion of an
ffectiveness review for all root cause
tvaluations (or obtain a waiver of this
equirement from the CARB). CAF 03675
)3. The effectiveness review instructions will
,e revised to emphasize that the review must
etermine that the original problem has been
orrected in addition to verifying that the
orrective actions are complete. ** CAF
'0891 - 55. CAF 03675 - 05 provides action tc
idopt the Hatch EFR in the NOP, and CAF
)3675- 02 provides action to
iclude/emphasize appropriate training and
,ARB expectations in the CAP process.

'losure is pending. This is the CR that was
tritten on the 0891 root cause evaluation
ihile it was still in process.

Cause

3

21

II

6.1 .2.c

12/4102 1:36 PM

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

VOI*

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

Issue

U

U-

rloll

Functional Barrier

02-00891
Cause

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
CR was assigned to Plant Engineering.

nadequate engineering rigor applied to
activities. (Assigned to Plant
Engineering). This is a memo addition
o CR 02-04884 review.
Failure of management to demonstrate

.U

4884
CAF
Z3-

6.1.2.c
6.1.3
Corrective Action 1.a.ii. In the corrective
actions for 02-4884 states that the Ownership
for Excellence program will establish
accountability for all Directors and Managers

ittention to, expectations for, &
ownership of CAP

Oversight

2 of 574

0-

6.1.1
6.1.3

12/4102 1:36 PM

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

p -

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

Affinity
Category

Issue

The training and qualification processes for
evaluators and the enhanced oversight
CARB/CARG) of CAP activities will correct
his item. Also the feedback of good and bad
performance to the evaluators, and ongoing
clinics to share and learn from these
observations.

)or quality analysis: Root, Basic &
)parent

__________________

4

4.

Oversight

3 of 574

4884
CAF
I -

6.1.1
6.1.2.c
6.1.3

Cause

.arge CR backlog for CARB review

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

Z02-02715 has been answered
lependently. The evaluation was complete
d approved on 7/15/02. There were (4)
tions, all are complete, the last was on
8/02.

6.1.1

1214102 1:36 PM

Master CR List

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program
I

I

Issue CA References (CAs don't Include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
'he root cause and corrective actions of CR02.
4884 address this issue. This item is
nplemented by actions in CRs 02-00891
5960 & 04885.

4884
CAF
-

The root cause of CR02-04884 address this
issue. A corrective action will be processed to
incorporate selected compensatory measures
rrom CR 02-2715 (including management
expectations from VP/Director Memo) into the
N4OP/Guideline. CAF 04885 - 07, Item 26.
The root cause of CR02-04884 address this
ssue. A corrective action will be processed to
ncorporate selected compensatory measures
from CR 02-2715 (including management
expectations from VP/Director Memo) into the
NOP/Guideline. CAF 04885 - 07, Item 26.
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12/4/02 1:36 PM

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Im
I" rinryem enLt

I

Condition
Report

CAT

I

Item
Number

Issue

IssuCARerenes

n-ian

Functional Barrier 02-00891
F Cause

Affinity
Category

aon iniua

4884.......

issue
Referencesreviews
(CAs don
include
be
thatt may
of condition
extentCA
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF

The root cause of CR02-04884 address this m
m

issue. A corrective action will be processed to
incorporate selected compensatory measures
from CR 02-2715 (including management
expectations from VP/Director Memo) into the
NOP/Guideline. CAF 04885 - 07, Item 26.

Fhe root cause of CRO2-04884 address this

The root cause of CR02-04884 address this
ssue. A corrective action will be processed to
ncorporate selected compensatory measures
from CR 02-2715 (including management
expectations from VP/Director Memo) into the
NOP/Guideline. CAF 04885 - 07, Item 26

The root cause of CR02-04884 address this
ssue. A corrective action will be processed to
ncorporate selected compensatory measures
from CR 02-2715 (including management
expectations from VP/Director Memo) into the
NOP/Guideline. CAF 04885 - 07, Item 26.

i

i-

i
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Iwmnrn~,anman$ Dl~n

~~~

I-

I

Report
Condition

CAT

i

Item
Number

Functional Barrier

Issue
3upervisor reviews of CRs are not
imely. This CR was rolled over to 02
A4885. CR 02-04885 determined that
he apparent cause was failure to
follow the procedure and CREST
prompts. The issue was rolled over to
)2-04884 as an implementation issue.
I is CA 02-04884-03.

02-00891
Cause

I-

4.

Screening

Affinity
Caffiniy
Category

IIssue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by Individual CRs
I
Rc•ot causes and corrective actions for
pr( ocedure non-compliance are addressed in
Z02-04884, programmatic corrective actions
als ;o taken in CR02-04885. Addressed by
CF t02-00891 CAFs 44 and 45.

-rtPa

I

4884
CAF
U-

6.1.1
6.1.4

ca )mpensatory measures are in place. Root

Failure to notify the on-duty Shift
Manager or Shift Engineer that a CR
Nas waiting their review. This CR was
rolled over to 02-04885. CR 02-04885
Jetermined that the apparent cause
Nas failure to follow the procedure and
CREST prompts. The issue was rolled
,ver to 02-04884 as an implementation
issue. It is CA 02-04884-03.

I

uses and corrective actions for procedure
nc ,n-compliance are addressed in CR02
884. Addressed by CR02-00891 CAFs 44
anid 45.

Screening
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Inno ovamens rja
Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

pB

02-00891
Cause

Functional Barrier

Issue

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
Fhe root cause and corrective actions of CR02
X4884 address this issue. An apparent cause
analysis was completed for the CR02-0271 5
ssues. The root cause and corrective actions
AfCR02-04884 address the underlying causes
and corrective actions of poor cause analysis
and for improper categorization of events.

+

t

Oversight

7 of 574

ZZ-

6.1.1
6.1.2.c

Cause

_______________

4884
CAF

Acorrective action will be processed to
incorporate selected compensatory measures
from CR 02-2715 (including management
expectations from VP/Director Memo) into the
NOP/Guideline. CAF 04885 - 07, Item 26.

12/4/02 1:36 PM

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

I

Condition
Report

CAT

INtmb
Number

Affinity
Category

Issue

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

I

4884
CAF

;ARB initiated actions to correct
reakness in identification, tracking &
losure of CRs. CARB generated
ommitments continue to be
nconsistently implemented.

Oversight
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

DI-.-

I

imn
Condition

CAT

PnA

I.,

INmerm
Issue

Report

vp

02-00891
Cause

Functional Barrier

Number
B administrative issues:
itimely generation of CAFs,
iilure to "repeat back" at meetings,
iflure to track items in CATs

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF

I'-

'I,

Oversight

'ARB administrative deficiencies:
)Failure for timely generation of
2)Failure to "repeat back" at
WAFs,
neetings, 3)Failure to track action
tems in CATS

I

I

Oversight

9 of

574

12/4/02 1:36 PM

Master CR List

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program
I Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF

k corrective action will be processed to includ
in the NOP, a requirement for PIU to status
CRs to closed within 30 days after closure of
the last CAF. CAF 04885 - 07, Item 27.
CR 02-03288 has been answered
independently. The evaluation and action
were both complete and approved on 7/15/02.
The CR was closed on 9/28/02.
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

II-

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

Category

Issue

i Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
Co
his issue will be addressed separately by
IU. An OE program review is being
onducted.

nternal Lessons Learned
Program(OE) does not meet INPO 097,
311

OE

4884
CAF

.

m

-

6.1.3
6.2.2

S,.Ik
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Master CR List

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program
1
Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
This issue will be addressed separately by
PIU. An OE program review is being
conducted.

m-

a_

'his issue was assigned to Reg. Affairs

S....

II

issue was assigned to Reg. Affairs

:AFs 02-03820-01 & 02 will address this
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

I

I

Report
Condition

CAT

I

Item
Number

Issue

-

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

Affinity
Category

4884
CAF
I

Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance and corrective
actions LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
The issue was addressed by CSFs02-00891
44, 47, 49, 50 and 51

Some CAs related to the CR process
were closed with questionable or
neaningless closure actions

3ome CAs related to the CR process
were repeatedly delayed with no action

he corrective actions for the causes listed in

3-

;R 02-04884 will address this item.
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Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
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Many CAP related Business Plan
ssues items are not completed or
planned

'he root cause and corrective actions
dentified in CR02-04884 are designed to
nprove performance of the corrective action
rogram. The current D-B recovery programs
re designed to manage recovery at the high
evel of the Business Plan

Little training has been done to assist
personnel in the CAP process

.R 02-05960, owned by Training, is applying
AT, needs analysis, of the entire CR process
nd will determine and provide all required
raining for the CAP. Several other actions
rom 02-00891 delineate and require specific
aining as well. The root cause of CR02
4884 address this issue.
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eview is not timely. CARB Review is
ot always performed prior to
mplementing CAs.

Oversight

1

6.1.1

oot cause training. Provide root
:ause training to CARG

Infrastructure
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raining, qualification & re-qualification
equirements are not specifically
elineated (in the cap).

rIp

Functional Barrier

02-00891
Cause
S
I

I

Infrastructure

-

II
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Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
,R 02-05960, owned by Training, is applying
,AT, needs analysis, of the entire CR process
ind is intended to determine and provide all
"equired training, etc. for the CAP. Once the
specifics are identified, item 1 from CAF 02
14885-07 will capture them. The root cause
ind corrective actions of CR02-04884 address
his issue.
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Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

-

Infrastructure

CAP training developed w/o Systems
Approach to Training (SAT) process.
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CAF
required by individual CRs
'he current owner has been qualified through
he CARB member qualification requirement.
'AP program owner qualification requirements
till be established by the SAT/needs analysis
erformed under CR 02-05960. The root
ause of CR02-04884 address this issue.

I
m

-

'AP personnel/users qualification
equirements will be established by the
'AT/needs analysis performed under CR 02
15960. The root cause of CR02-04884
iddress this issue.
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CR 02-05960, owned by Training, is applying
SAT, needs analysis, of the entire CR process
and is intended to determine and provide all
required training, etc. for the CAP. Once the
specifics are identified, item 1 from CAF 02
04885-07 will capture them. The root cause ot
CR02-04884 address this issue.

m

CAP personnel/users qualification
equirements will be established by the
SAT/needs analysis performed under CR 02
05960. For those positions requiring
lualification, the need will be incorporated in
he NOP/Guideline/Charters as appropriate.
Fhe qualification standard and implementation
vill be controlled by FITS. The root cause of
CR02-04884 address this issue.
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Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
a
required by individual CRs
loot cause and corrective actions for
)rocedure non-compliance are addressed in
'R02-04884. This issue is addressed in the
'R02-00891 root cause and corrective
actions. CAFs02-00891-44, -45, -47-, 50, 51
and 78 are applicable.

ORB Failed to assign generic
iplication reviews

urn
I

4884
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I
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6.1.1
6.1.2.b
6.1.3

Jntimely resolution of CRs due to
mproper classification, NCAQs got
nultiple extensions

I

Itoot cause and corrective actions for
rocedure non-compliance and improper
lassification are addressed in CR02-04884.
'his issue is addressed in the CR02-00891
'ootcause and'corrective actions. CAFs02
0891-44, -45, -47-, 50, 51, 77 and 78 are
pplicable.

6.1.1
6.1.2.b
6.1.4

m
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rhe root cause and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance and improper
dlassification are addressed in CR02-04884.
This issue is addressed in the CR02-00891
root cause and corrective actions, CAFs02
00891-44, -45, -47-, 50, 51, 77 and 78 are
applicable.

not categorizing CRs properly.

6.1.1
6.1.2b
6.1.3

Roles & responsibilities are unclear
Nhich impact the categorization of
CRs.

4-

'he roles and responsilitites will be clarified by
ctions in CAF # 7 to CR 02-04885. In
ddition, CR 02-04884 provides actions to
mphasize preparation for MRB and train MRB
nembers and alternates in categorization. The
•ot cause of CR02-04884 address this issue.

Infrastructure
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________________________

he CR02-00891 items provide assurance thai
ie implementation of categorization will be
onducted in accordance with the common
rocess. The other sites are participating in
he DB recovery efforts and must comply with
he common process changes.

I..
....................................................

'AF 04885 - 07, Item 28 provides action for
nclusion of FENOC standard category
examples in the NOP. CAF- 03821 - 03
provides an action to use the next
benchmarking effort to determine whether
expanded category examples for use by
originators, supervisors and MRB are
appropriate.
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extent of condition reviews that may be
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,AF02-00891 - 80 addresses this issue.
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'his is a compensatory action that is currently
eing implemented at D-B.

,R 02-04884 provides an action to include this
9quirement in the NOP responsisbilitites
ection.

II

corrective action will be generated to provide
checklist for use by MRB. ** CAFs 04885
3 & 00891-63.
kcorrective action has been created to
etermine whether a better umbrella can be
,chieved through a single implementing
rocedure. ** CAF 03821 - 03.

Scorrective action has

been created to
etermine whether a better umbrella can be
[chieved through a single implementing
,rocedure. ** CAF 03821 - 03.
m
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Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance are addressed in
CR02-04884. The issues was addressed by
'SFs02-00891-44, 45 and 47. The root causE
)f CR02-04884 addresses this issue.

n reviewing common process, other FENOC
stations have established criteria for
Jocumentation of conditions to be no more
han two normal working days. **A corrective
3ction will be generated to establish a
common approach to this issue. CAF 04885
07, Item 7.
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As discussed in some subsequent concerns,
responsibility section will be added to the NOP
to delineate specific existing expectations to
notify the SRO of conditions as the first
supervisor responsibility, as well as notify
responsible parties of an issue, if possible,
prior to issuance of the CR. In addition, a
action will be generated to move the
notification to the first supervisor action
delineated in NOP-LP-2001 and the CR

Establish a requirement to notify the
SRO as a separate step versus
embedding the action beneath other_
.,
.
actions-(PRICAP 93..138

P-CAP
:.•

!

Screening
.corrective
•; •.,• :•,,.,:.
:%,•,;•.•
,.:.,<•;;•,.,•......SRO
.......
•;•;,, ..,•*,•,
• ;::• ,
•; ,L*.•'",•:

Guideline.

020O3671

managem~ent expectations, (PRICAP
A~9.3.8.C).

CB

Io

/3

~P/K-'.AP

rEvaluate
resources against workload '

CAF 04885 - 07, Items 7 & 11.

Root causes and corrective actions for

compliance with the new

SEnforce

4884
CAF

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
may be
reviews that
of condition
extent required
CRs
by individual

Affinity
Category

Oversight 2.

V

,i

m

.

for CR reviews, orovide additional

*-

procedure non-compliance are addressed in
e' CRO2 04884. The issues was addressed by
CSFs02-00891-44, 47, 49, 50 and 51

~

Addressed in the root cause and corrective

actions for CR02-04884
a-
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1111I

Initiation

________________________

"lesitancy to document CRs for fear of

-

This issue is being addressed by a separate
site-wide SCWE improvement plan. The CR
is assigned to Regulatory affairs.

lesitancy to write CRs for unstated
easons

6.1.1
6.1.3

4

This issue is being addressed by a separate
site-wide SCWE improvement plan. The CR
is assigned to Regulatory affairs.

retaliation.

Initiation
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Issue

02-00891
Functional Barrier
Cause
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Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
rhis issue is being addressed by a separate
site-wide SCWE improvement plan. The CR
s assigned to Regulatory affairs.

Hesitancy to document CRs due to the
boomerang effect of assigning action
o the Originator.

Initiation

Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance are addressed in
CR02-04884. The issues was addressed by
0R02-00891 corrective actions.
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Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance and for cause
analysis LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
The issues were addressed by CR02-00891
corrective actions. Additional barriers to poor
performance are in place.

Some Basic and Root Causes do not
omply with the procedural
equirements

ST
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that may
of condition
extentCA
Issue
Referencesreviews
(CAs don't
include
required by Individual CRs

6.1.1
6.1.2.c
6.1.4

Cause

884
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Compliance

J.
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oot causes and corrective actions for

nternal & External OE are not
ppropriately utilized during some
iasic and root cause evaluations

rocedure non-compliance and OE are
ddressed in CR02-04884. The issues was
Wdressed by CR02-00891 corrective actions.

Complianc

OE
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Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance and for cause
analysis LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
The issues were addressed by CR02-00891
corrective actions. Additional barriers to poor
performance are in place.

oome Basic & Root Causes fail to
tilize analytical techniques

S

T

4o7

84

I Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by Individual CRs
I

Cause
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Issue
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extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

F coot causes and corrective actions for

9

4884
CAF
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rocedure non-compliance are addressed in
CCR02-04884. The issues were addressed by
CR02-00891 corrective actions. CR02-04885
C:orrective actions require feedback to the CR
riginator.

Cause

___________________________________________________________________
J
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The independence of cause evaluation is
provided for in the specification of RCT
nvestigations, and by the CARB/SMT review
)f root causes. The actions of CR's 02-00891
and 04884 will address this issue. The root
cause of CR02-04884 address this issue.

Some Basic & Root Causes are not
objective or independent

--

I
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Cause
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Cause

3ome Basic & Root Causes do not
address the condition identified

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

he actions of CR's 02-00891 and 04884 will
ddress this issue. The root cause of CR02
4884 for addresses this issue.
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Issue
a needs analysis and utilize
the systematic approach to training for
personnel implementing the
CAP(PRJCAP 9.3.3.A)

Functional Barrier

Affinity
02-00891
CCategory

>,Perform

0203673

PR/C

">'..specifics

Infrastructure

Analyze resources needed to perform

_9

cause analyses against work assigned
Stoeach•unit 'Adjust resources in
working~units as~necessary,(PR/CAP,,
.
9.333).
Corrective actions closed w/o being
completed.

Ov'ersight

<

4884
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Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

CR 02-05960, owned by Training, is applying
SAT, needs analysis, of the entire CR process
and is intended to determine and provide all
required training, etc. for the CAP. Once the
Train
are identified, item 1 from CAF 02
will capture them.
, .04885-07
CR 02-04884 provides an action to track

u, LTA
C:.••

resource requirements and allocate resources
asrappropriate.

Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance and for corrective
actions LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
The issues were addressed by CR02-00891
corrective actions 44, 47, 49, 55, 56 and 71.

JI.
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rhe actions for the causes in 02-04884 &
)4885 will address this item.

, implementation of corrective

_

Corrective Actions changed w/o
revising original CR

=oot causes and corrective actions for
rocedure non-compliance and for corrective
ctions LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
he issues were addressed by CR02-00891
orrective actions.
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Implementation

Procedural guidance: development of,
appropriate, meaningful, and
neasurable CAs, include human
considerations (PR.CAP
2erformarB

4884
CAF

'he root cause and corrective actions of CR02.
)4884 for addresses this issue. Would also
ake credit for any training, other than that,
:orrective actions are adequate

.orrective Actions are ineffective in
)reventing recurrence.

Jse systematic approach to training,
levelop &.provide training to all
)ersonnel specifying, reviewing; or
ipproving CAP CAs including human
performance considerations (PRICAP
QZ.3:2A).

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
I

-

6.1.1
6.1.2.c
6.1.2.d
6.1.4

Infrastructure
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Implementations
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V'QProvide

procedural guidance for
performing eff6ctiveness reviews that
requires an evaluation to determine if

A corrective action was processed to revise
the NOP to require the completion of an
effectiveness review for all root cause

the orginal problem has beeR

evaluations (or obtain a waiver of this

eliminated (PRCAP' 9.3.19)_

275

Proe
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Issue CA References (CAs don't include
reviews that
of condition
extent required
CRsmay be
by individual

Affinity
Category

e

requirement from the CARB). CAF 03675
03. The effectiveness review instructions will
be revised to emphasize that the review must
determine that the original problem has been
Corrected in addition to verifying that the

"correctiveactions are complete.

** CAF

00891 - 55. CAF 03675 - 05 provides action t
adopt the Hatch EFR in the NOP, and CAF

03675 - 02 provides action to
include/emphasize appropriate training and
CARB expectations in the CAP process.
m
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Adverse Quality trends are not
consistently being categorized as
SCAQs as required by commitments
and have sometimes even been
classified as NCAQs.

flt
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3

oot causes and corrective actions for

rocedure non-compliance and for improper
categorization of CRs are addressed in CR02
)4884. The issues were addressed by CR02
)0891 corrective actions 50, 55, 57, 58, 64, 78
and 97.

Compliace

Screening

6.1.1
6.1.2.b
6.1.4

.al.
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JIssue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
'R 02-03676 action #2 requires the
evelopment of real-time, automated trending
*fCREST data that has trigger thresholds to
iid in the identification of emerging and
dverse trends.

The current process of quarterly
reports that are then presented to
management results in identifying
trends several months after they occur
and is labor intensive.

Oversight
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Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
*his CR was downgraded with MRB approval
Da CB and was rolled into CR 02-04885. All
esults and needed actions are identified and
racked there, The root cause of CR02-04884
or addresses this issue.
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Vill be considered complete/addressed with
mplementation of the corrective actions
assigned in Condition Report 02-04885.
Mill be considered complete/addressed with
mplementation of the corrective actions
assigned in Condition Report 02-04885.

k corrective action will be processed to
ncorporate minimum trend search, self
assessment and performance indicator details
n the appropriate procedure(s) that can be
inked to the QAPM umbrella. ** CAF 04885
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i Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
%corrective action will be processed to review
checklists against other select utilities for
ncorporation into the FENOC NOP. **CAF
)4885 - 03. A corrective action has been
processed to incorporate the checklist/score
sheet for completing and evaluating causal
analysis. **CAF 4885 - 07, Item 30.

4884
CAF
U-

,ecommendationsin section 9.3.5 were
ssigned to NQA

al,
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
NIssue
Number

Functional Barrier

02-00891
Cause

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF

CR02-00891 corrective action 78 is to develop
of CAP performance indicators.

The CAP performance indicators do
not provide meaningful parameters
regarding the state of the CAP

02-038ý7

ýNA

~Oversight
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

n
Condition
Report

CAT

91

INterm
Number

Caffiniy
Category
S

I ssue CA References (CAs dont include

U-

extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
Corrective action root cause #1.b.ii in CR 02
)4884 will take care of this item

4884
CAF
U-

U

; 02-03820-01 & 02 will address this

*

-

2-03820-01 & 02 will address this

;orrective Actions were generated to ensure
iat PI implements the benchmarking
uideline, and tracks improvements in the CR
rocess. CAFs 03821 - 01 & 02.
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Master CR List

Irnrnvampnf Plan
h

b

I

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

Issue

U

02-00891
Cause I

Functional Barrier
q-

idividuals that management
uthorizes to do Basic & Root Cause
nalysis are not qualified. (See also
2-3673)

Infrastructure

Affinity
Category

-

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
0ot causes and corrective actions for
ocedure non-compliance are addressed in
R02-04884. The issues was addressed by
R02-00891 corrective actions 44, 47, 49 and
1. Actions are taken by CR02-04885.

4884
CAF
U

-

6.1 .2.c
6.2.2

, contractor is on the cause evaluator
st

)ualification and training requirements will be
leveloped because of the actions from CR02
'4884 and CR02-0485. This process will
inravel any confusion in the future of who is
lualifled to evaluate cause analysis. The root
:ause of CR02-04884 for addresses this
ssue.

Infrastructure
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

|n,

I

Condition
Report

nrr~namnnrnn

DI•n

Plan

CAT

Item
Number

Issue

Functional Barrier

.in

02-00891

Cause
4-

3asic Cause Evaluator List statement:
following individuals have completed
Basic Cause Evaluator training and
iave documented prior root cause
raining" conflicts w/ CA 01-03437-02.
)nly root cause training on the basic

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
rhis item will be addressed by the
establishment of new qualification processes
mplemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
34884, and 05960. The root cause of CR02
04884 address this issue.

4884
CAF
I -

Infrastructure

This item will be addressed by the
Bstablishment of new qualification processes
implemented by actions in OR's 02-00891.
D4884, and 05960. The root cause of CR02
D4884 address this issue.

3 people on the "Basic Cause
valuator List" are not on the "CR Rool
ause Qualified Evaluator List'

I

Infriastructure
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Master CR List

1nrr.n~n
ILJ

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

4,tof
*1

I

*n.

Functional Barrier

Issue
EIectronic versions of the Root & Basic
,ause Evaluator Lists are not write
irotected. There is a potential for
inauthorized modification of the lists.

tyn.,.nI

02-00891
Cause

Infrastructure

4884
CAF

6.1.2.c
6.2.2

personnel assigned to perform root or
basic causes that have been trained
oninappropriate tool for assignment.
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r-

Qualification and training requirements will be
developed because of the actions from CR02
)4884 and CR02-0485, This process will
inravel any confusion in the future of who is
qualified to evaluate cause analysis. There are
existing provisions for protecting training and
qualification records. The root cause of CR02
)4884 for addresses this issue.

Lack of specificity can result in

Infrastructure

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

I -

I-

I

Affinity
Category

6.2.2

his item will be addressed by the
stablishment of new qualification processes
nplemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
4884, and 05960. CR 02-05960, owned by
raining, is applying SAT, needs analysis, of
ie entire CR process, and will determine and
rovide all required training for the CAP. The
oot cause of CR02-04884 addresses this
isue.

12/4102 1:36 PM

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

601f

1r.rfllm

I

Condition
Report

CAT

I

Item

Number

Issue

02-00891
Cause I

Functional Barrier

p-

A 01-3437-02 does not specify what
ype of root cause training is required

Infrastructure

Infrastructure
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4884
CAF

.

-

I

6.2.2

6.1.2.c
6.2.2

Infrastructure

I

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
'R's 02-00891, 04884 and 5960 provide
actions to establish cause analysis
qualification standards to be implemented
hrough the FITS system. The result will be
ncorporated into CAF #2 of CR 01-3437.

4o training or analytical techniques
equired for conducting Apparent
Cause determinations.

loot & Basic Cause evaluators not
equalifing every two years. The
3uideline recommends that the Basic
Cause "individuals should perform one
Root Cause or Basic Cause Evaluation
and/or attend proficiency training every
wo years to maintain proficiency"

Affinity
Category

This item will be addressed by the
establishment of new qualification processes
mplemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
)4884, and 05960. CR 02-05960, owned by
Training, is applying SAT, needs analysis, of
he entire CR process, and is intended to
Jetermine and provide all required training for
the CAP.
. .

I

6.1.2.c
6.2.2

.

This item will be addressed by the
establishment of new qualification processes
implemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
04884, and 05960. These programs will be
controlled by FITS, The root cause of CR02
04884 addresses this issue.

II

....

II

12/4102 1:36 PM

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program
hmn~rovement Plan

Master CR List

I

Condition
Report

_.f

CAT

Item
Number

l

I

n

02-00891
Functional Barrier
Cause

Issue

I-

!8 Basic Cause evaluators have not
been trained in root cause analysis.

t

4.

I Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
The root cause
of CR02-04884 and the
corrective
actions
for CR02-04884, 02-4885

4884
CAF

I

-

and 02-0596 address this issue. CR 02
)5960, owned by Training, is applying SAT,
needs analysis, of the entire CR process, and
s intended to determine and provide all
required training for the CAP.

Infrastructure

asic cause evaluators list updated
(ice w/o identifying that 28 people are
ot root cause trained nor are they on
e "CR Root Cause Evaluator" list

Affinity
Category

rhis item will be addressed by the
astablishment of new qualification processes
mplemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
)4884, and 05960. The root cause of CR02
)4884 addresses this issue.

i

Infrastructure

a-
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Davis-Besse
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Master CR List
1111ý
Condition
Report

m
U

IýWuwxmuuuh 610a
CAT

Item
Number

02-00891
Issue
_______________________________

Functional Barrier
S

Cause

Infrastructure

Issue CA References (CAs don't include I
extent of condition reviews that may be
4884
CAF
required by individual CRs
______________U

II-

'onfusion between the term
Authorized" in NOP-LP-2001 & the
erm "Qualified" on the CR Root Cause
Evaluator Evaluator list

Affinity
Category

I

hs item will be addressed by the
stablishment of new qualification processes
nplemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
4884, and 05960.

6.2.2

iualification and training requirements will be
eveloped because of the actions from CR02
4884 and CR02-0485. This process will
nravel any confusion in the future of who is
ualified to evaluate cause analysis. The root
ause of CR02-04884 for addresses this
;sue.

4o provisions in NOP or Guideline to
control placement of non-FENOC
)ersonnel on Evaluator lists (see also
10 of 13)

Infrastructure

6.6.6

m
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Davis-Besse
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Master CR List

Condition
Cort
Report

CAT

Item
Iter
Number

Issue

/

02-03831

C-

~

Functional Barrier

~

~71~Review the Basic Cause analyses,
performed by the individuals that have
not received root cause training, for
Ai1Aanalysis, adequacy. (PR/CAR 9.3.11 .A).,

Affinit
02-00891
Affinity
CCategory

.

rain.in

-•

...
Cause'-

CVCRs 02-00891, 04884 and 5960 provide

Define Basic Cause Evaluator in CAP
p...ramatic guidance as rootcause•

trained an.,sectior manager
designated. Administed the listings as
ignated.
in CAO01-3437-02,orirevise&,:
3des
specified
theCR (PR/CAP 9.3.11. B)L.. ..

•

actions to establish cause analysis

'

qualification standards to be implemented
through the FITS system. The result will be
into CAF #2 of CR 01-3437. The
incorporated
root cause of CR02-04884 addresses this

s
e CQulification

''~~

Establish formal qualification programs

PRYCAP;S for Basic and Root Caus•eevaluators'
)
(P
C 11 A

4884
CAF

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
reviews that may be
of condition
extent required
by individual CRs

.

.. a

.

~issue.
CR's 02-00891, 04884 and 5960 provide

actions to establish cause analysis
qualification standards to be implemented
through the FITS system.
II
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Davis-Besse
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Master CR List

I

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
I Number

Issue

a Bri02-00891
Functional Barrier

Cause I

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
iis item and CR is owned by Operations.

item and CR is owned by Operations.

r4884
CAF

S-

U-

This item has been addressed separately by

item and CR is owned by Maintenance.

Fhis item and CR is owned by Maintenance.

rhis item and CR is owned by Plant
Engineering,

This item and CR is owned by Plant
Engineerng.
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Master CR List

PInrervm~rn

Condition
Report

CAT

INmerm
Number

D:l~an

Dign

Issue

02-00891
Barrier
•Functional

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF

This item and CR is owned by Security.

This item and CR is owned by Security.

This item and CR is owned by Regulatory
Affairs.

This item and CR is owned by Regulatory
Affairs.

This item and CR is owned by Radiation
Protection.

This item is being addressed separately by
PIu.
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

Issue

4884
CAF
U-

item and CR is owned by Supply.

The actions of CR's 02-00891 and 04884 will
address this issue. The root cause of CR02
04884 addresses this issue.

;Rs have potentially inappropriate
ause evaluations. Recommended
equirement for restart, also
-commended to rollover to CR 02
3673

Cause
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

I

Condition
Report

I
CAT

Item
Number

Affinity
Category

Issue

The issue of BACC training will be addressed
Nithin the BACC program action items. The
root cause of CR02-04884 and the corrective
actions for CR02-04884, 02-4885 and 02-0596
address this issue. CR 02-05960, owned by
Training, is applying SAT, needs analysis, of
the entire CR process, and is intended to
determine and provide all required training for
the CAP.

3ACC training was inadequate as iti
not train inspectors.

-

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF
w

-

6.1.3

3ACC training was inadequate as it dic
not develop a questioning attitude.

he root cause and corrective actions for
:R02-04884 address the performance
tandards and organizational goals necessary
odevelop a questioning attitude.

6.1.3
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

p-

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

Affinity
Category

Issue

Oversight

4884
CAF
zzzz-

e corrective actions for CR02-04211

Performance indicators do not provide
neaningful measures of Station and
Vork Group performance. (Note: CR
vas initiated by Performance
mprovement).

E-mail has been used in the CAP &
DE programs as a substitute for more
extensive publication of clarifications &
expectations.

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

6.1.2.e

item is being addressed separately by

I

Infrastructure

6.2.2

k
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Irv

I

Report
Condition

CAT

I

Item
Number

Issue

. I **

.

t

r

*0*I

02-00891
Cause I

Functional Barrier

Affinity
Category

i Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

pm S

4884
CAF

I
________________________________

mproper selection and implementation
of corrective actions, 24 examples.
The originator asks for an extent of
condition by performing a validation of
a representative sample of these CRs.

*-

a

Root causes and corrective actions for
)rocedure non-compliance and for corrective
actions LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
The issues were addressed by CR02-00891
corrective actions.

I

I

Implementation
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Compliance
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

I .v..'wnFs-n'.nn6 OfD

I

Report
Condition

CAT

I

Item
Number

__

nadequate or inaccurate cause
inalysis, 14 examples. The originator
isks for an extent of condition by
erforming a validation of a
epresentative sample of these CRs.

02-0492
S

2 of3

Functional Barrier

Issue

U-

02-00891
Cause I

Affinity
Caffiniy
Category

-

II

I Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
I
required by individual CRs

i

4884
CAF
ZZZ-

Root causes and corrective actions for
rocedure non-compliance and for cause
nalysis LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
-he issues were addressed by CR02-00891
orrective actions.
Complianc

88

Cause
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Master CR List

I

Condition
Report

CAT

Item
Number

4884
CAF

Issue
mproper categorization of CRs, 7
examples. The originator asks for an
extent of condition by performing a
validation of a representative sample
of these CRs.

emediate the identified deficiencies
CR 02,04292 Attachment (PR/CAP,

34 A).

the identified deficiencies
,292 Attachment (PR/CAP'
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Master CR List

I

Report
Condition

CAT

Item
I
Number

Affinity
Category

Issue

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
-1CAF

omplete the reviews specified in the
B Program Compliance Plan and IDB
/stem Health Assurance Plan for a
atistically significant sample of
ompleted cause evaluations and
•' Implementation"
iplemented corrective actionsý.•_
ased upon results, expand the,
ample as, necessary(PRICAPk
3.4. ).,
iplete the reviews specified in the
Program Compliance Plan andODB
tem Health Assurance Plan for a>
stically significant sample of
Corr

resul
.cesý
4.B).
An OE review is not conducted as
equired by procedures.

ocedure non-compliance are addressed in
Z02-04884.

OE
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Master CR List

II -

j

Condition

Report

CAT

INme

merm

Affinity
Category

Issue

] issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF

the CAP - procedure noncompliance.

6.1.1
6.1.4

Infrastructure

-

Failure to complete or extend actions
prior to the due date - procedure
noncompliance

t

I-

Implementation
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Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

-

I

Report
Condition

CAT

Item

I Number

Affinity
Caffiniy
Category

Issue

I Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
I
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF
--- I

.oot causes and corrective actions for

re to obtain the required reviews.

rocedure non-compliance are addressed in
:R02-04884. The issues were addressed by
:R02-00891 corrective actions.

action was processed to specify
iat any NOP/Guideline revisions will, to the
xtent practicable, separate procedure actions
ito user specific groupings. ** CAF 04885
7, Item 25. The root cause of CR02-04884
ddresses this issue.

CAP NOP & Guideline difficult to use
because procedure layout does not
mnatch process flow
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Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Condition
Report

Item

.C

Issue

Number

CAT
,':.

Functional Barrier

02-00891
Cause

Affinity

Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
CRsmay be
by individual
reviews that
of condition
extent required

4884
CAF

A corrective action was processed to specify

ReviseNOP-LP-2001 so that the

procedure layout matches the flow of
the process (PR/CAP 9.3.12).

that any NOP/Guideline revisions will, to the
practicable, separate procedure actions

".extent

• @ •V
,

..

7 Slnfrastructure

user specific groupings.
Item 25.

.,into
,*'07,

CAF 04885

Procodure

item will be addressed by the
establishment of new qualification processes
implemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
04884, and 05960. CR 02-05960, owned by
is applying SAT, needs analysis, of
the entire CR process, and is intended to

!This
CAP program does not provide
adequate direction & training relative to
development of corrective actions,
especially in the area of human
performance .Training,

determine and provide all required training for
the CAP.

Im
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rovement Plan--

-_______________

Description

4884
CAF

4884
Description

4884
488
CAF

Description

CA

87

0891 Corrective Action #
1. Provide independence of
effectiveness reviews,
2. Consider applying
effectiveness reviews to basic
cause evaluations,

CA

99

0891 Corrective Action #

Develop and implement
apparent cause training,
(Suggestion is a one or two
day problem solving class.)
Obtain upper management
approval of curriculum.
Perform training for all
personnel that perform

CA

0891 Corrective Action #

27 Augment engineering staff to
shore up technical capability
and improve engineering rigor
and standards.

apparent cause evaluations.
(Personnel that have
completed root cause training
should be exempted.)

a. Review, benchmark and
revise the NOP and Corrective
Action Program Guideline
against industry standards.
63
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CA

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Decipin
Description

CAF

Dsrpin
Description

CAF

Description

CA

87

0891 Corrective Action #

CA

0891 Corrective Action #

a. The MHPIP also has the

a. Review, benchmark and

following relevant actions:

revise the NOP and Corrective
Action Program Guideline
against industry standards.

1. Provide independence of
effectiveness reviews,
2. Consider applying
effectiveness reviews to basic
cause evaluations,

156 of 574

99

Develop and implement
apparent cause training,
(Suggestion is a one or two
day problem solving class.)
Obtain upper management
approval of curriculum.
Perform training for all
personnel that perform
apparent cause evaluations.
(Personnel that have
completed root cause training
should be exempted.)

CA

0891 Corrective Action #

27 Augment engineering staff to
shore up technical capability
and improve engineering rigor
and standards.

12/4102 1:36 PM

CA

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

Imnrnvarmonf Piln
Dsrpin

Dsrpin
4884
Description
14sripio4CA

4884
CAF

Description
Dsrito

CA

59

0891 Corrective Action #

a. Develop and implement the
34
FENOC Hierarchy of
Documents for D-B to ensure
consistent policies and
standards for analyses of
safetysissues, similar to other
FENOC plants. 2. Establish
policy for internal OE
information that will establish
the connection between the
information and the applicable
process or program. The
information should be
considered for inclusion into
existing station procedures,
and it should also be
referenced for easy retrieval for
future use. 2. The MHPIP also
has the following relevant
action: Improvements to the
Industry OE program will be
made to ensure the
appropriate actions identified
from other plants or sources of
information are properly
tracked and implemented.

0891 Corrective Action #

0891 Corrective Action #

the OE program. Review and
implement changes.

Review the Policies and
Standards for analysis of
safety issues (the FENOC
Hierarchy of Documents for D
B to ensure consistent policies
and standards for analyses of
safety issues, similar to other
FENOC plants), including
extemal information and
internal OE. Refer to CA 02
00891-59.

a. Review, benchmark andI

a. The MHPIP also has the

foloin rel63ntActions:rvs
foloin reevn acAos:reiseth
____________

___________

____________

-

_______________
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Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List

-rovementPlan

Decipin
Description

CAF
4884

Dsrpin
Description

CAF
4884

Description

CA
59

0891 Corrective Action #

CA

0891 Corrective Action #

CA

0891 Corrective Action #

a. Develop and implement the 34 The Program Compliance Plan 98 Effectiveness Review Area:
includes a detailed review of
FENOC Hierarchy of
Review the Policies and
the OE program. Review and
Documents for D-B to ensure
Standards for analysis of
implement changes.
consistent policies and
safety issues (the FENOC
standards for analyses of
Hierarchy of Documents for D
safety issues, similar to other
B to ensure consistent policies
FENOC plants. 2. Establish
and standards for analyses of
policy for internal OE
safety issues, similar to other
information that will establish
FENOC plants), including
the connection between the
external information and
information and the applicable
internal OE. Refer to CA 02
process or program. The
00891-59.
information should be
considered for inclusion into
existing station procedures,
and itshould also be
referenced for easy retrieval for
future use. 2. The MHPIP also
has the following relevant
action: Improvements to the
Industry OE program will be
made to ensure the
appropriate actions identified
from other plants or sources of
information are properly
tracked and implemented.
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CA

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program

Master CR List
pfl~

Description

4884
CAF

Description

-

4884
CAF

y

*11.l

Description

CA

r

U-

Qdu
io..

0891 Corrective Action #

CA

i-4

Id
59

0891 Corrective Action #

a. Develop and implement the
34 The Program Compliance Plan
includes a detailed review of
FENOC Hierarchy of
the OE program. Review and
Documents for D-B to ensure
implement changes.
consistent policies and
standards for analyses of
safety issues, similar to other
FENOC plants. 2. Establish
policy for internal OE
information that will establish
the connection between the
information and the applicable
process or program. The
information should be
considered for inclusion into
existing station procedures,
and it should also be
referenced for easy retrieval for
future use. 2. Improvements to
the Industry OE program will
be made to ensure the
appropriate actions identified
from other plants or sources of
information are properly
tracked and implemented.
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0891 Corrective Action #
____a-

Review Area:
Review the Policies and
Standards for analysis of
safety issues (the FENOC
Hierarchy of Documents for D
B to ensure consistent policies
and standards for analyses of
safety issues, similar to other
FENOC plants), including
external information and
internal OE. Refer to CA 02
00891-59.
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CA

Master CR List
4884
Description

4884
CAF

Description

4884
48F
CAF

Davis-Besse
Corrective Actions Program
___________________
roverneni v'lan-Description

CA

59

0891 Corrective Action #

CA

0891 Corrective Action #

34 The Program Compliance Plan
a. Develop and implement the
includes a detailed review of
FENOC Hierarchy of
the OE program. Review and
Documents for D-B to ensure
implement changes.
consistent policies and
standards for analyses of
safety issues, similar to other
FENOC plants. 2. Establish
policy for internal OE
information that will establish
the connection between the
information and the applicable
process or program. The
information should be
considered for inclusion into
existing station procedures,
and it should also be
referenced for easy retrieval for
future use. 2. Improvements to
the Industry OE program will
be made to ensure the
appropriate actions identified
from other plants or sources of
information are properly
tracked and implemented.
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00891-59.
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a. Require the use of formal
cause determination
techniques for root and basic
cause evaluations to ensure
analytical rigor is applied to the
analysis (i.e., revise CAP
Guideline). A tiered approach
to the number and type of
techniques applied should be
considered.
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a. Improve the CAP G utdeline
guidance on reviews of the
effectiveness of corrective
actions with focus on verifying
that causes have been fixed,
and provide training on the
revised guidance.
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01,

require the use of the Safety
Precedence Sequence (Step 6
of Root Cause Analyses
Reference Guide/ Attachment
13 of D-B Condition Report
Process Guideline) for root
cause and basic cause
analyses. This step shall
require the Safety Precedence
Sequence for each corrective
action.
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a. The MHPIP also has the
following relevant actions:

4.-I

2. Management will ensure
standards of excellence are
communicated, and monitoring
will ensure these standards are
upheld at all levels. This
entails management behaviors
first line supervisor behaviors,
and individual worker
behaviors. These standards
will not only focus on
behaviors, but also on the
expectations for manager
involvement in station
activities.
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The Program Compliance Plan
includes a detailed review of
the Corrective Action Program
by outside consultants. The
Program Compliance Review
includes a detailed latent
issues review of the CAP.
Complete program review and
implement changes as
approved by the DB Senior
Management Team.
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The Corrective Action Review
Board (CARB), which reviews
select corrective action
document evaluations, will be
used to enforce higher
standards for cause
evaluations and effective
corrective action. This board
will be chaired by the Plant
Manager or another director
level individual. Revise the
CARB charter to indicate that
the Plant Manager or a
Director level individual shall
be the Chairman of the CARB.
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necessary, the criteria for CR
categorization of repeat
equipment failures to ensure
they are appropriately
categorized and utilized by
station personal. These
criteria should be sufficient to
elevate repeat Condition
Adverse to Quality (CAQ)
failure CRs to a Significant
Condition Adverse to Quality
(SCAQ) categorization, which
requires utilizing of a higher
evaluation method. Repeat
conditions are to be treated as
SCAQs
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standards of excellence are
communicated, and monitoring
will ensure these standards are
upheld at all levels. This
entails management behaviors
first line supervisor behaviors,
and individual worker
behaviors. These standards
will not only focus on
behaviors, but also on the
expectations for manager
involvement in station
activities.
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Services Department and issue
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emphasis on lessons learned
from this root cause evaluation
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TERMS, hazards analysis,
safety focus).
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appropriate.
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Survey and
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on criteria and attributes
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lerived from NRC policy and
guidance, develop
ecommended actions and
mplement the action plan to
address any adverse
conditions identified by the
assessment.
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Review and revise, as for CR
necessary, the criteria
categorization of repeat
equipment failures to ensure
they are appropriately
categorized and utilized by
station personal. These
criteria should be sufficient to
elevate repeat Condition
Adverse to Quality (CAQ)
failure CRs to a Significant
Condition Adverse to Quality
(SCAQ) categorization, which
requires utilizing of a higher
evaluation method. Repeat
conditions are to be treated as
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70.
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procedural guidance for
utilization of quarantine for
station events, Training and
expectations for this tool
should be administered to
station personnel.
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compliance and the need for
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b. The MHPIP also has the
relevant action: The
Corrective Action Review
Board (GARB), which reviews
select corrective action
document evaluations, will be
used to enforce higher
standards for cause
evaluations and effective
action. This board
be chaired by the Plant
Manager or another director
level individual. Revise the
CARB charter to indicate that
the Plant Manager or a
Director level individual shall
be the Chairman of the CARB
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49 b. The MHPIP also has the
relevant action: The
Action Review
Board (CARB), which reviews
select corrective action
document evaluations, will be
to enforce higher
standards for cause

~Corrective

utiort

aused

evaluations
and effective
corrective action.
This board
will be chaired by the Plant
Manager or another director
level individual. Revise the
CARB charter to indicate that
the Plant Manager or a
Director level individual shall
be the Chairman of the CARB

-
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I114
Review and revise, as
50
so a.
a. Review and revise, as
necessary, the criteria for CR
categorization of repeat
equipment failures to ensure
they are appropriately
categorized and utilized by
station personal. These
criteria should be sufficient to
elevate repeat Condition
Adverse to Quality (SCAQ)
categorization, which requires
utilizing of a higher evaluation
method. Repeat conditions are
to be treated as SCAQs
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a. The MHPIP also has the
following relevant actions:

a. The MHPIP also has the
following relevant actions:

2. Management will ensure
standards of excellence are
communicated, and monitoring
will ensure these standards are
upheld at all levels. This
entails management behaviors,
first line supervisor behaviors,
and individual worker
behaviors. These standards
will not only focus on
behaviors, but also on the
expectations for manager
involvement in station
activities.

3. A Management Monitoring
Process will be implemented to
monitor and trend the
performance of specific
management oversight
activities taken on an individual
basis. This will demonstrate
the level of involvement and
nuclear safety focus of
individual managers.

a. The MHPIP also has the
following relevant actions:

a. The MHPIP also has the
following relevant actions:

2. Management will ensure
standards of excellence are
communicated, and monitoring
will ensure these standards are
upheld at all levels. This
entails management behaviors,
first line supervisor behaviors,
and individual worker
behaviors. These standards
will not only focus on
behaviors, but also on the
expectations for manager
involvement in station
activities.

3. A Management Monitoring
Process will be implemented to
monitor and trend the
performance of specific
management oversight
activities taken on an individual
basis. This will demonstrate
the level of involvement and
nuclear safety focus of
individual managers.
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a. The Program Compliance
Plan includes a detailed review
of the Corrective Action
Program by outside
consultants. The Program
Compliance Review includes a
detailed latent issues review of
the CAP. Complete program
review and implement changes
as approved by the DB Senior
Management Team.

a. The Program Compliance
Plan includes a detailed review
of the Corrective Action
Program by outside
consultants. The Program
Compliance Review includes a
detailed latent issues review of
the CAP. Complete program
review and implement changes
as approved by the DB Senior
Management Team.
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Modify NOP-LP-2001
and the CAP Guideline
to include the
requirements for the
(sic) CR Coordinator,
Coordinate with other
FENOC sites to include
the position of line
department peer
checking (eg. CR
Coordinator) in NOP
LP-2001.
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-
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Modify CREST to
recognize the CR
Coordinator. This CAF
is created to document
an action already
complete.
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Cause
Functional Barrier 02-00891
1Cause
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____

Lessons learned from CR 02-0891 root
=ause analysis & Program Review
have not been effectively
;ommunicated to site personnel to
)revent recurrence.

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by Individual CRs
rhe case study training has now been
conducted and the MHPIP will reinforce the
causes. CR 02-04884 actions address CAP
specific aspects.
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rhe root cause and corrective actions of CR02
)4884 address this issue. A corrective action
vill be written in 02-04884 to remove the use
Afenhancements in the CR process.

Implementation

6.1.2.c
6.2.2

'R 02-00891 CAs do not match
ictions in root cause, specific example
,A 02-00891-02

Implementation
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Fhe root cause and corrective actions of CR02
)4884 address this issue. One team member
noted:"l don't think this has been addressed.
rhis notes that 02-00891 investigation and
corrective actions were not adequate,
Corrective action needs to decide what intent
)f CA #51 actually was and how it will be
mplemented. Referenced corrective actions
rom management plan do not really focus on
his issue. Root cause refresher training,
ncluding this "case study", ifwe really believe
his is legitimate, could be corrective action.
Could state that CA did not clearly identify the
ntended action."
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extent of condition reviews that may be
Categoryrequired by individual CRS
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Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance and cause analysis
are addressed in CR02-04884. The issues
were addressed by CR02-00891 corrective

esulting in a cause analysis not being
erformed.
Cause

actions.

6.1A4

Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance are addressed in
CR02-04884. The issues were addressed by
CR02-00891 corrective actions.

'R reports sent to Records
Aanagement w/o trend Codes

neffective CAs for BACC of valve RC
I& resulted in RPV head damage,
here was a lack of aggressive followip on their implementation.
Evidence of a systematic weakness in
ilant culture, not previously
Lddressed, in ineffective CAs for RC-2
eak.

4884
CAF

Infrastructure

6.1.4

Implementation

6.1.1
6.1.2.c
6.1.2.d

Th root cause and corrective actions of CR02

Cause
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04884 addresses this issue. The issues
C referenced in CR02-06505 were used in the
data analysis of CR02-04884.

The root cause and corrective actions of CR02
• #;••;'•
•Unclear•? 04884 addresses this issue. The issues
Exettosreferenced in CR02-06505 were used in the
data analysis of CR02-04884.
••@
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There is a need to develop, publish
and communicate D-B Management
expectations on utilization of the CAP
to resolve conditions adverse to
quality,

Pnt Plan
02-00891

Functional Barrier

Cause
*
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Infrastructure

Recommend tracking EDG fuel rack
iosition per INPO SER [Included in
his analysis but it is not a PI CAP
esponsibility (CA to PE)

-

Affinity
Caffiniy
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

4884
CAF

CR 02-05928 has been answered
ndependently and was approved on 10/28/02
v/ 4 corrective actions.

6.1.3
6.2.2

t CAP, CR is assigned to Plant Engineering
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E

4884
CAF
-

CR 02-05928 has been answered
independently by P1 and was approved on
10/28/02 w/ 4 corrective actions.

We don't write CRs for things like
orders, failed surveillance tests,
procedure change requests,
engineering work requests,
troubleshooting and minor work
activities. Therefore, D-B has a
potential generic issue adverse to
quality.

Initiation

6.1 6.1.3
6.2.2

CR 02-05928 has been answered
ndependently by PI and was approved on
10/28/02 w/ 4 corrective actions.

ninate the use of problem
ntification methodologies that are
ermined to be inappropriate
)asses to the CR process (PMA

.43).
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6.1.3

Phis item is being addressed separately by
PNU,
This item is being addressed separately by
NIu.
Root causes and corrective actions for
ocedure non-compliance are addressed in
R02-04884. The issues were addressed by
R02-00891 corrective actions.
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CR 02-05390 has been answered
ndependently. The evaluation was complete
and approved on 10/18/02. NQA approval wa,
complete on 11/4/02, There were (4) actions
generated and accepted. The root cause of
CR02-04884 addresses this issue.

DR 02-05390 has been answered
ndependently. The evaluation was complete
and approved on 10/18/02. NQA approval was
complete on 11/4/02. There were (4) actions
generated and accepted, The root cause of
CR02-04884 addresses this issue.

This issue was assigned to NQA. Reviews by
his team confirmed that an adverse trend with
commitment control exists across several
departments. CR 02-07808 has captured this
ssue at the ST category.
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This issue was assigned to Maintenance and

1

subsequently rolled to CR 02-04885 from CR
D2-03754. The extent of condition for CR 02
25437 is implemented through CAF 04885
14.
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,R 01-2862 (on the BACC Program)
as an inappropriate cause analysis.
Ise this example to fix the CAP

Root causes and corrective actions for
procedure non-compliance and for cause
inalysis LTA are addressed in CR02-04884.
-he issues were addressed by CR02-00891
;orrective actions.
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4.

Infrastructure

mm
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6.1.2.b
6.1.2.c

Cause

iformed the NRC by Letter that the
:AP is reviewed in accordance with
0CFR50.59 & 50.54(a). Since
'uideline is a manual and does not
ave a Procedure Development
'rocess with it, it is not possible to
erify that the Guideline is reviewed in
ccordance with 10 CFR 50.59 as
ommitted to in the referenced letter.

I Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs

item is being addressed separately by

41-

6.2.2

a
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ie root cause and corrective actions for

"Stand downs" are used as a
preventative or remedial action their
ntent is to provide specific training
associated w/ an event, However, the
nformality associated w/ "Stand
ECoordinator does not have
qualification requirements.
;R 01-2862 has an inappropriate
ause determination. The cause
nalysis was superficial, details CAP
Ieview Sec. 4.6 & experience review

'•'
m nwl

6.1.2.c
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.2.2

Implementation
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R02-04884 address this issue.

'his item will be addressed separately by the
11U.
'he actions of CR's 02-00891 and 04884 will
.ddress this issue. The root cause of CR02
4884 addresses this issue.
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Cause
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The dissemination of OE information is
limited by the methods utilized. INPO
says: use more.
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This item is being addressed separately by
DIU.

6.1.3

OE

4o defined expectations for the use of
"Standdown" as a method to
accomplish corrective actions

Affinity
Category

Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
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The root cause and corrective actions for
CR02-04884 address this issue.
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I Issue CA References (CAs don't include
extent of condition reviews that may be
required by individual CRs
I
'R 02-05015 has been answered
ndependently. The evaluation was complete
ind approved on 10/10/02. There were (2)
ictions generated and accepted.

lVntten guidance on extending OE
valuations lacks the requirement &
uidance to ensure timely review of
)E.

OE
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e actions of CR's 02-00891 and 04884 will
dress this issue. The root cause of CR02
384 addresses this issue.

Resolution of the corrective actions assigned
n Condition Report 02-04885 will resolve the
ssues from this analysis. The root cause of
CR02-04884 addresses this issue.
=

Nill be considered complete/addressed with
mplementation of the corrective actions
assigned in Condition Report 02-04885.

a

Corrective actions will be processed to close a
or revise commitments, as necessary, or
*evise the NOP to include the specifics as
I

Dorrective actions will be processed to close
or revise commitments, as necessary, or
revise the NOP to include the specifics as
Oftten. CAFs 04885 - 04, 09, 10.
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item will be addressed by the
rhis

This item will be addressed by the
establishment of new qualification processes
mplemented by actions in CR's 02-00891,
)4884, and 05960. CR 02-05960, owned by
rraining, is applying SAT, needs analysis, of
,he entire CR process, and is intended to
Jetermine and provide all required training for
he CAP.
sootcauss
an corectve ation ar

Root causes and corrective actions are
addressed in CR02-04884 & 04885.

'AP was ineffective as CAQs were not
appropriately evaluated and resolved.
3asis for root cause evaluation of the
CAP in areas of infrastructure and
)rogrammatic requirements.
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